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y first experience of Bristol beer was in 1976. Following a rare
victory my largely untalented cricket team found itself far
from home, plodding King Street in search of Courage Best,
Draught Bass and a single pump serving Wadworth 6X – the token
independent brewery beer.
Aside the same cobbles today are perhaps 300 beers, including many
of the 100 or so now made each year within the city’s official boundary,
by its 15 or so new small breweries. This is an impressive thing but
does it make Bristol the best? Consider the competition.
London’s 100+ breweries make it one of the most breweried cities on
Earth but these are spread across a metropolitan region housing eight
million people. Include greater Bristol and we would have one-quarter
that number serving one one-tenth the population. Maths is on our
side.
Manchester is doing well but the city supports only ten breweries,
relying again on beers from outside. Likewise Norwich, Derby and
Sheffield, all much-improved cities for harvesting regional beers, have
few brewhouses actually in the city.
Yet while Bristol wins the numerical argument hands down, its real
claim to be the UK’s no. 1 city for craft beer lies in the personalities,
the talent, the attitude and the extraordinary diversity of its brewing
scene.
At Moor, owner-brewer Justin Hawke recently added the British Guild
of Beer Writers’ Brewer of the Year Award to his many accolades. This
is shorthand for being donned the country’s most influential brewer
by those with the most intimate knowledge of the UK beer scene. The
Guild does not show its working but pioneering both can-conditioned
and vegan-friendly ales, championing brewery taphouses, winning
CAMRA’s best winter ale competition and creating the broadest range
of real ale formats in the UK might have something to do with it.

Around the world the successful modern beer cultures have been
defined by their ability to accept the principle that all the little guys are
on the same side. Bristol has that, thus far at least.
Hence we see growing reputations for new companies intent on
making beers in ways that ignore any me-too tendency, like Stephen
Hall’s Incredible Brewing, Kelly Sidgwick and Bob Cary’s Good
Chemistry and Noel James’ crew at New Bristol. You can’t compare
their beers because they brew different stuff and long may they do so.
Left Handed Giant arrived at the affiliated Small Bar in King Street
before their brewery, Croft Ales were flagged a couple of months
before opening and Fierce & Noble just painted their presence onto
a building in St Werburghs and opened a taphouse like it had always
been there.
The city’s oldest brewery is now the Zerodegrees brewpub, opened
in 2000 to make CAMRA-approved tank-conditioned beers. Belgiantrained French brewer Simon Geuneau’s entertaining experiments
enrich a reliable if unexciting range of session beers as he tries, like his
counterparts at the two other brewpubs Brewhouse & Kitchen and
King Street Brew House, to put beer on a par with food, in what are
first and foremost successful large eateries.
It won’t last of course. Such things never do. But just for a short while
at least, enjoy living in the UK’s first city for craft beer, before the rest
of the world catches up, or worse still finds out about us.

Michael Wiper, co-owner of Wiper & True, is a brewer of high technical
skills struggling, as yet without much success, to restrain his homebrewer’s experimental streak. An impressive range of bottled ales,
from IPAs that rely on more than clever hopping, via revivalist milk
stouts to experimental saisons, nudges ever closer to that elusive
nirvana, a reliable core range around which the fireflies can dance.
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Whenever he gets the chance, internationally renowned beer writer Tim Webb has taken to telling
colleagues at home and abroad that his home city of Bristol is now Britain’s first city of craft beer.
Pints West asked him to justify the claim.

Then there is Lost & Grounded. Owner-brewer Alex Troncoso is
credited with putting Australian craft brewing on the map by spotting
the potential of the Galaxy hop and then proving it by the global
success of Little Creatures Pale Ale. He then headed up brewing at
Camden Town until this was bought out by global giant AB InBev, in
need of a brand name that sounded London. Currently playing with
Franconian-style kellerbier and free-thinking ales in all styles, L&G
beat a different drum.

Views expressed in Pints West are those of the individual
authors and not necessarily supported by CAMRA
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What makes Bristol the UK’s
best city for craft brewing?

Old-fashioned UK beer styles using newer hops and modern
equipment, took off in the Noughties and moved up several gears
after 2010, sharpened and honed by American and northern European
brewers. In the UK, Bristol Beer Factory (2004) and Arbor (2007) were
early starters, now seeming almost elderly, though with maturity has
come a consistency lacking in some younger set-ups.

New Cosmic brewery open for business in Fishponds.
See page 11.

Bristol Beer Factory has a small but great pub chain too, a designer
version of the higgledy-piggledy one grown by cask specialists
Dawkins. Both are among the best brewery-affiliated chains of
specialist beer houses in the country, each pub seemingly free to
showcase independent beer from far and near in a different way, not
least by encouraging other city brewers.
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Moor Beer’s Justin Hawke named
Brewer of the Year

J

ustin Hawke, the owner and head brewer at Bristol’s
independent brewery, Moor Beer, was named the
prestigious Brewer of the Year at the British Guild of Beer
Writers’ awards ceremony at the end of November.

Bristol Beer Festival 2018

Justin Hawke said: “To be recognised as Brewer of the Year at the
British Guild of Beer Writers’ awards is a massive achievement, given
that there are now around 2,000 breweries in the UK thanks to the
craft beer movement.

Show Thursday and Saturday evening some love!

A

“Moor Beer has been in business for over a decade. At the heart of
everything we do is our commitment to create the best quality, fullflavoured unfined beers. This approach, we call ‘modern real ale’.
“We’ve enjoyed lots of success in recent years with our award-winning
beers and reporting record turnover results in the summer. We’ve
also worked on some exciting projects, such as the Fuller’s and Friends
collaboration where the brewing giant trusted us to remake its flagship
ale, ESB (badged as Rebirth).
“I use what I’ve learnt over the past ten years of brewing to support my
role as vice-chairman at SIBA (the Society of Independent Brewers) to
give independent breweries a voice. I would hope my leadership as
well as my insistence on quality has made Moor Beer what it is today.

“To be recognised by the informed and expert panel of beer writers is
enormously exciting.”
The British Guild of Beer Writers chairman who presented the award,
Tim Hampson, said: “Justin delivers flavourful, high-quality beers time
after time, combining innovation in beer packaging – which has seen
their ‘canbulance’ take their canned beers on the road – with classic
flavours that show just what can be done with the four core ingredients
of beer.
“Moor Beer is always modern, but with an eye to the history of beer
and brewing.”

More from Moor

F
Justin Hawke (left) and Tim Hampson

irstly I’d like to express my congratulations to Justin Hawke on
his recent Brewer of the Year award from the British Guild of Beer
Writers, one which is very much deserved in my opinion.

In other news, an exciting development was the opening of Moor’s
second tap room, this time in the capital. Located at 71 Enid Street in
Bermondsey, south east London, Moor now joins what has become
known as the Bermondsey Beer Mile! Other breweries with tap rooms
in the locale include Partizan, Fourpure, Brew By Numbers and
Anspach & Hobday. Moor are unusual on the Bermondsey Beer Mile
for committing to selling cask beer at their outlet. The bar is currently
only open Friday evenings and Saturdays, but it has a full license so
that will change in time.
Meanwhile, back in Bristol, Moor are continuing to brew interesting
collaboration beers, with St Austell and Fort from Spain visiting in early
2018.
There was great feedback for Rebirth, Moor’s ESB collaboration with
Fuller’s for the Fuller’s & Friends set of six beers – indeed, it was so
popular it had to be brewed again.
At the Moor Tap in Days Road there are regular appearances of one-off
beers. Recently I sampled Edition 3, a delicious coffee stout, served
straight from the cask. It was very different from Moor’s Dark Alliance,
their usual coffee stout, which by the way will return in March. Many
of these one-off beers feature different yeast strains, a result of the
highly successful yeast propagator which was installed towards the
end of 2017. This has been used not only to create one-off brews but to
tweak the yeast strains for the Moor core beer range.
Following the success of their first ever ‘Double IPA’, the delicious Rey
of Light, look out for another Moor first, a Nut Brown Ale in March.
And keep your eyes peeled for news of a forthcoming beer festival at
the Tap from April 20th to 22nd. As always, Moor’s social media feeds
are a great way of keeping in touch with the fast-moving events at the
brewery!
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Phil Cummings

s this edition of Pints West goes to print we are very much
looking forward to the 21st CAMRA Bristol Beer Festival, which
runs over five sessions from Thursday 22nd to Saturday 24th
March at Brunel’s Old Station, Temple Meads, Bristol. It’s a great
event enjoyed by both customers and the volunteer staff that make
it happen. Come along and enjoy the friendly atmosphere – and of
course sample the excellent range of real ale, cider and perry.
Clearly a lot of people have a favourite session of the festival that they
like to attend and this year we have once again found that the Friday
lunchtime, Friday evening and Saturday lunchtime sessions sold out
quickly. Enquiries continue to come in from people trying to get tickets
for these sessions, however they really are sold out and we cannot
create any more tickets.
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FREE HOUSE Est. 2016

22 Chandos Road, Redland
Bristol BS6 6PF

The good news is that (at the time of writing) there are still tickets
available for the Thursday evening and Saturday evening sessions.
So if you know anyone that wants to attend the Bristol Beer festival
and hasn’t yet bought a ticket, maybe you could encourage them to
consider Thursday evening or Saturday evening. We do seek to ensure
that there is plenty of beer available at all sessions (the CAMRA Bristol
Beer Festival has never run out of beer!) and we normally still have
more than 60 different beers on sale when we finally call time right at
the very end of the festival.
Tickets can be purchased online at www.ticketsource.co.uk/camrabbf
or by calling 0333 666 3366 (this is a telephone box office service for
which there is an additional £1.50 charge to print and post the tickets,
so it is more expensive than buying online).
Please keep an eye on www.camrabristol.org.uk/festival.html for
updates about the Bristol Beer Festival including the beer and cider
lists and the beer festival app.
Our thanks go to the main sponsors of this festival for the support
they are providing: Purity Brewing Company, Bath Ales, Boss Brewing
and Brewhouse & Kitchen. Special thanks also to Rab Clarke of the
Eldon House as he kindly supplies the festival’s bar and stillage without
asking for anything in return.

Richard Brooks

T. 0117 973 1498
www.chumsmicropub.co.uk
email: chumsbristol@gmail.com

fo

Open from midday every day
5 handpulls plus 3 rotating kegs

Mumbles Brewery
Supplier of award-wining ales
to Bristol Free Houses – also
available through our online shop

Pizza, Snacks & Specials Mon- Sat

Mumbles Brewery

Sunday Roasts

Live Music at weekends
CAMRA and student discount

01792 792612

01792 792612

www.mumblesbrewery.co.uk

www.mumblesbrewery.co.uk
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events across the city,
whether or not she’s got
her camera in hand.
As part of Bristol Beer
Week 2017 last October,
Nicci’s photographs of
breweries around Bristol
formed the centrepiece of
the information hub and
gallery space on Christmas
Steps, which allowed locals
and visitors to the city alike
to learn more about the
Bristol Beer Week events
while appreciating Nicci’s
photography.
Kelly Sidgwick
evening and Saturday afternoon from the end of April until the end of
September – Kelly and Sarah (Kelly’s fellow ‘woman in beer’ at Good
Chemistry) would be delighted to speak with anyone (male or female)
who’s interested in discussing beer in more detail.
Kelly Sidgwick

Vicky, Flo, Lucy, Amanda and Francesca (photo by Nicci Peet)

A

Women in Beer

lthough the brewing (and enjoying) of beer is often, mistakenly,
considered to be the sole preserve of men, women have been
brewing for millennia, with evidence of their craft dating back to
ancient Mesopotamia, and alewives or brewsters being prolific in this
country for centuries.
In spite of the history, the misconception still prevails to this day,
and a number of companies and individuals are becoming more and
more keen to challenge people’s prejudices and highlight the amazing
contribution that women make to the beer world.
One brewery in Bristol strongly flying the flag for women in the beer
industry is Wiper & True, where almost half of its 15-strong workforce
are women. Francesca, a director of the company, works alongside
brewers Amanda and Flo, assistant brewer Cynthia, Claire in the
finance department, and Vicky and Lucy (who’s also a forklift driver
extraordinaire) in sales and marketing.
With International Women’s Day in mind, these magnificent
seven combined to brew XX, named after the homogametic sex
chromosomes of women. From recipe development and brewing to
packaging, sales and promotion, all the effort that has gone into XX
has been by Wiper & True’s seven women, to promote and celebrate
the contribution of women to the beer industry, and challenge
stereotypes about beer.
XX is a gooseberry wheat beer, brewed with heather and
meadowsweet botanicals, which lend a floral complexity, and
complement the tart fruitiness of the gooseberry. XX is scheduled for
launch in keg and bottle-conditioned form on International Women’s
Day on March 8th, available in certain London and Liverpool outlets,
followed by a day-long event at Wiper & True itself at the brewery
on York Road in St Werburghs, Bristol, on Saturday March 10th.
All the amazing women at Wiper & True hope you’ll join them in raising
a glass of XX to celebrate the contribution of women to the beer
industry throughout human history to the current day.

A

nother popular and successful Bristol brewery where women
play a key role is at Good Chemistry, where Kelly Sidgwick’s
entrepreneurial flair perfectly complements her partner Bob Cary’s
brewing skill. Although Kelly had no experience of brewing before the
pair set up GCHQ in St Philips, she sees this as a benefit, as it meant
she didn’t have any preconceptions about how things are done, and
what can and can’t be done. Kelly cites the East Bristol Brewery Trail
as a case in point, as, since she worked with four other breweries to
organise the much-loved and eagerly-anticipated twice-yearly event
that is already considered an institution in the Bristol beer scene, many
people have approached her expressing surprise that she managed to
get breweries to work together in this way. However, not knowing or
believing the orthodoxy that breweries couldn’t work together meant
that Kelly didn’t know they couldn’t, and the result is testament to her
fresh thinking.
In the last year, Kelly’s been asked to speak about her experiences of
being a woman in the beer industry on a number of occasions, with
the first event held at Wave Maiden, a bar in Portsmouth. Its female
owner, Ali Lees, is enthusiastic about giving other women a voice and a
platform, and Kelly, Ali and Catherine Bates from Flower Pots Brewery
held a tasting session of Good Chemistry and Flower Pots beers, and
spoke about their experiences and views of working in brewing at this
women-only event.
Following this, Kelly was interviewed by Bristol 24/7 on the subject,
with the article also including contributions from Annie Clements from
Lost & Grounded, and Chloe Cooter, owner of the now-closed Brew
on St Nicholas Street (https://www.bristol247.com/food-and-drink/
features-food-and-drink/beer-something-everyone-allowed-enjoy/).
In September last year, Kelly appeared at Abergavenny Food Festival,
alongside Wild Card Brewing brewer Jaega Wise and beer writer,
Melissa Cole, again doing a guided tasting, talking about our breweries
and experiences in the industry, and taking questions. This had a mixed
audience of men and women, and was another really great event
enjoyed by all in attendance.
Kelly feels that it’s very important for Good Chemistry to be a brewery
that’s welcoming to men and women, and which is considered to be
open, accessible and inclusive of everyone. GCHQ is a space where
anyone who enjoys beer (and even those who don’t yet realise they
do) can come and try different styles, and talk in as much depth as
they like about what’s on sale, what Kelly and the team are up to at the
brewery, and about the wider beer scene as a whole.
In the coming months, the local CAMRA ‘BAD Ladies’ are visiting
GCHQ to do a brewery tour and tasting session, and, at all events when
the brewery is open (aside from East Bristol Brewery Trail weekends
and other special events), the brewery tap is open every Friday
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s well as playing key roles at breweries and pubs, bars and bottles
hops, another beer-related industry in which women play a great
part is that of photojournalism, with Bristol-based Nicci Peet at the
forefront of this field.
Having discovered her love of beer while working at BrewDog bars in
both Camden and Birmingham, and while travelling in New Zealand,
Nicci and her partner moved to Bristol for its burgeoning beer scene,
and she’s now widely-recognised at breweries and other beer-related

Most recently, Nicci’s
been tasked by the UK
Editor, Matthew Curtis,
of Good Beer Hunting –
the global beer blog and
podcast host – to join the
Nicci Peet
team as photographer
at large, so new and existing fans of Nicci’s work can look forward to
seeing more of her beer and brewing photographs achieve a wider
and larger audience. Nicci’s keen to use this new role to highlight the
great contribution that women are making to the brewing industry,
in order to challenge some people’s incorrect perceptions that beer
is something that only men are part of, so we can look forward to
seeing female faces familiar to us beer-lovers in Bristol getting muchdeserved credit and recognition across the globe.

Stephen Edmonds

BAD Ladies in 2018

C

AMRA Bristol and District (BAD) Ladies aims to provide women
with a chance to meet other ‘ladies who love beer’, and explore
the world of beer together.

The BAD Ladies programme this year will provide us with a chance to
meet women in brewing as well as visit venues with a female-friendly
attitude. Because many female CAMRA members also enjoy cider, the
pub trips will include at least one venue that serves real cider as well as
real ale.
Our 2018 programme is on Saturdays (apart from IWD):
Thursday March 8th: International Women’s Day (IWD) brew-day
by Brewhouse and Kitchen in Cotham.
Starting at 10:00 and finishing around 16:30, working with Will
Bradshaw, head brewer, to brew a special women’s beer. As well as
learning how to brew beer, expect to find out more about beer styles
and the brewing business. Contact Bianca on 0772 302 0223 for a
chance to attend this free event on a first-come, first-served basis for
limited places.
April 28th: Women in Brewing 1 – Guided beer tasting with Kelly
at Good Chemistry. Meet at Good Chemistry Tap Room, Unit 2,
William Street, St Phillips, Bristol BS2 0RG at 14:00.
Picking up on the article above, we’ll meet Kelly who started Good
Chemistry with Bob in 2015. Kelly has helped to develop the brewery
and the business, so has some incredible insights into the whole
process of brewing (looking over Bob the brewer’s shoulders) as well
as the business of producing, marketing and selling beer. Kelly will be
giving us a specially organised tour of the brewery when we can quiz
her about the business. We’ll then sit down to a selection of different
Good Chemistry beers that Kelly will guide us through, explaining the
style features and flavours of each. There will be a per-person cost
to cover the price of the beer tbc when Kelly confirms what beers are
available. Places to be booked by April 14th.

June 9th: Women in Brewing 2 – Tiny Rebel brewery tour and
meeting with Sarah Hughes, head brewer. Meet at Temple Meads
Station 11:45.
We’ll take the 11:54 train from Bristol Temple Meads to Newport
and then walk from Newport station to Tiny Rebel (takes about 10
minutes). We should arrive at the brewery by about 12:40. There will
be time to have something to eat in the taproom. Our tour starts at
13:30. We will be shown around by Alice Hayward, events and business
development manager. After the tour Sarah Hughes will meet up with
us for a specially organised session where we can discuss more about
her role and anything else that arises from our tour with Alice.
The cost will be £15 plus the train fare. Places to be booked by 18th
May including a deposit of £7.50.
August: Cider tasting.
Date and details to be confirmed. This will be a paid-for event.
October 13th: Easton explorer. 14:00 to 18:00.
Talk a walk on Bristol’s east side starting at the Greenbank, Belle Vue
Road, BS5 6DP. We’ll explore some hidden gems serving great ale and
cider in one of the most Bohemian areas of Bristol.
December 1st: South of the river on West and North Streets, 14:00
to 18:00.
Venture into Southville and environs to taste great local beer and cider
in a vibrant independent shopping and cultural quarter. We’ll met up
at the Black Cat (BS3 3LH) and take in a few other popular pubs along
West Street and North Street.
Further details can be found on the CAMRA Bristol and District Branch
website. Apart from the paid-for events, there is no need to book. Just
come along.
If you need more info call me, Bianca Ambrose, on 0772 302 0223.

Bianca Ambrose
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News from Bath Ales and Beerd
Hare Brewery begins to take shape

F

B

ath Ales’ new brewery is reaching its latest milestones ahead
of opening in the spring. Nearly all the final kit has been
installed and work is focusing on completing the pipework and
electrical installation. By the time you read this, services such as water,
steam and glycol will have been commissioned, with overall plant
commissioning set for towards the end of March.

Having introduced Prophecy at the Bristol Beer Festival last year (and
collecting the runner-up award for beers on the ‘LocAle’ bar) Bath
Ales is giving this year’s festival an exclusive preview of its soon-tobe-launched West Coast IPA. Due for its official launch when the new
brewery celebrates its grand opening in May, a kilderkin (18 gallons)
will be delivered to the ‘LocAle’ bar just for the festival.
For the ‘Desperate Dans’ among you, acclaimed Bristol pie-maker,
Pieminister, has selected Gem as a key ingredient for its pies. Bath
Ales’ flagship amber ale will be used by Pieminister in three of its

ollowing the fire at Ashley Down Brewery last October, as covered in the last Pints West,
owner and brewer Vince Crocker reports that a new roof is ready to go onto the brewery/
garage but he has been waiting for a few dry days before getting it in place.

In the meantime, Vince has brewed a couple of times down at the Twisted Oak brewery in
Wrington. Vince’s next brew, which should be available in mid-March, will be a tweaked version
of his dark beer/stout Stirling (4.2% ABV), which will be available in Clevedon’s new micropub,
the Fallen Tree, amongst other places.

As mentioned before in Pints West, the new brewery will be known
as the Hare Brewery, and is on track to open in May 2018. The fourvessel brew house will have the capacity to produce more than 50,000
brewers’ barrels of beer – more than 14.5 million pints – per year.
Eventually some of the vessels in the old brewery will be moved into
the new location to give increased capacity and flexibility, with the
remaining kit sold off as a package.
As for their beers, I hope you all enjoyed at least one pint of Festivity
during the festive season, always a good seller in Bath Ales’ and other
venues, as was apparently the first of the new seasonals, Colorado.
This was an American red ale, a full-bodied beer at 4.4% ABV brewed
with Maris Otter and Red Crystal malts, and Cascade and Chinook
hops, giving it a citrus and floral punch. There may be some left by the
time you read this, but the next seasonal due in March is Anthem, a
3.8% amber ale. This one is brewed with all English hops, Maris Otter
low colour and Amber malts and will be going national with a big
promotion.

Ashley Down on the up

Next he is producing his amber best bitter Brewer’s Best (4.4%) for the CAMRA Bristol Beer
Festival. As with what became Late November (see Pints West 116), Keith Hayles of Twisted
Oak is allowing Vince to use their own ‘wet’ yeast, so it’ll be interesting to see how it influences
the flavours of the beers. Both beers will hopefully be available at the Drapers Arms for their
Easter beer festival, 31st March to 2nd April.

Darren, Vicky, Sarah, Rowena and Roger
in front of some of the new vessels at Hare Brewery

As well as a big thanks to Twisted Oak, Vince would also like to thank the Bristol Beer Factory
who have very kindly washed a load of casks for him. Finally Vince tells me that he has acquired
some land but at the moment he can’t give any details of what he’s up to! Perhaps we’ll have an
update in the next issue of Pints West.

Tony Durbin

classics: Moo (steak and ale), Kate & Sidney (steak and kidney) and
the new Mexicow, a hot chilli pie with ‘an oozy layer of west country
cheddar’.
We are sorry to say goodbye to another Bath Ales stalwart. Matt
Hoskins is leaving after 11 years, six in production and five in design
and marketing where he has been, amongst other projects, crafting
the Bath Ales adverts for this magazine. We thank him for all his efforts
and wish him all the best with his new venture.

A wooden cask for
the Drapers Arms

Update on the Beerd Brewery
No news really; the core range continues to be brewed in the old
brewery, until the pilot kit is reinstalled and commissioned in its new
location. However a cask of Beerd Cubic, the 4.5% American pale ale
brewed with Summit, Columbus and Citra hops, will be available on the
‘LocAle’ bar at the Bristol Beer Festival.

ince Crocker and Garvan Hickey, co-owners of the Drapers
Arms micropub on Gloucester Road, have had a wooden cask
handmade for them by the last master cooper in England
(Alastair Simms of Wetherby, Yorkshire) with all the staves coming
from a single, large wooden wine barrel, originally made in a
cooperage in France.

Roy Sanders

V

The original oak barrel had been used to store wine from the Napa
Valley, in California, for up to seven years. The cask is being passed
around local breweries to be filled with the brewer’s beer of choice, to
see how the infused oak impacts the character of the beers.
To date the barrel has gone to Good Chemistry for their Advent
Horizon (5.6% winter/old ale), Wiper & True for their Doves & Ravens
(3.8% amber ale), and Stroud for their Schwarzwalder (5.0% cherry
stout). Each beer has been very well received in the Drapers, the stout
being my favourite so far.
The oak cask is, as I write at the end of February, with Twisted Oak
awaiting their Slippery Slope (5.3% chocolate porter), which should be
available in the Drapers from 12th March (though may not last long).

Tony Durbin

The Incredible Brewing Company

A

fter a busy winter season of events and food festivals, plans for
a productive spring are well underway at Incredible Brewing
Company, with Stephen “Mr Incredible” Hall now joined in
the Brislington brewery on a part-time basis by his partner, Emily
Mackwell, who’s serving as designer and trainee brewster.
The new six-barrel brewing system is fully bedded in and producing
fine beers, and has been joined in the brewery by new bottling
equipment to keep up with demand for Incredible’s range of bottleconditioned ales. As well as the existing range of bottled ales that are
available in most of Bristol’s bottle-shops and other beer stockists,
the next few months will see the launch of 750ml bottles of Raspberry
Wheat, Elderflower, and Coriander and Lime, the last of which will be
seen in cask form on the ‘LocAle’ bar at this year’s Bristol Beer Festival.
Although Emily has been designing the Incredible labels for IBC since
the launch of the brewery, her new, more formal role has allowed her
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more time to improve the designs, with the labels soon to feature the
specific hops in the list of ingredients on the bottle labels, in order to
aid customer choice.
Away from the beer itself, a new range of merchandise has been
launched, including beer coasters and hand-crafted T-shirts, which, as
well as being available at an increasing range of events and festivals
where Incredible beers appear, can also be purchased online.
With an increase in production and the doubling of the number of
hands at the brewery, the next few months should allow Incredible
to expand its production, range and distribution, so keep an eye on
incrediblebrewingcompany.com for the most up-to-date list of events
and stockists. As well as new beers and locations, some of the recipes
of the old favourites will be improved, so spring and summer promise
to be incredible for old and new fans of IBC alike.

Stephen Edmonds
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Brewhouse & Kitchen

New Cosmic brewery open
for business in Fishponds

A

fter a relatively quiet few
weeks at the start of the
year, the head brewer at
Brewhouse & Kitchen on Cotham Hill
in Bristol, Will Bradshaw, has been
hard at work in the last month or so,
brewing three or four time a week
to keep up with the demand for his
selection of beers.

O

n the 1st of January 2018 Cosmic Brewing Company gained its
official HMRC and wholesaler paperwork and opened up for
business. This tiny microbrewery is a new business venture for
Pete Livingstone, who runs this small but perfectly formed enterprise
from a garage at the bottom of his garden.

The Six Nations games are leading to
a roaring trade and insatiable thirst
for B&K ale on match days , while
B&K lovers can also find Himalayan
Pale (aka Lush!) at the White Rabbit
on Richmond Road in Clifton. Further afield, many of Will’s brews can
be found at B&K’s new Cardiff premises, formerly Y Mochyn Du (the
Black Pig) near Sophia Gardens.
Fans of Will’s brews won’t be disappointed at March’s Bristol Beer
Festival, with the following on offer on the ‘LocAle’ bar:
Big Guns (4.5% session IPA) – An easy-drinking IPA without the
strength, with Citra and Simcoe hops in abundance in the brew.
Lush! (5.3% hemp seed pale) – A collaboration brew with the White
Rabbit, where it’s known as Himalayan Pale. The in-house roasted
hemp seeds provide an earthy, creamy mouthfeel alongside those of
the pale, Munich and Caramalt malts. This very distinctive beer gains
its floral, citrus notes from Saaz hops and pine notes from Centennial
hops.
Maple Sap (6.4% Scotch ale) – This hefty-bodied, rich Scotch ale,
launched on Burns’ Night, is brewed with six malts, a nice long boil
and a prodigious dosage of Canadian maple syrup. Smooth, deep
complexity leads to a satisfying finish.

Stokes Crofts
Beer Drinkers Destination

117 – 119
Stokes Croft Road
Bristol
0117 231 0029
Open 5pm until late Mon - Fri
Open from 12 Sat & Sun

@crofters_rights
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“Lots of people are quite amazed how small my operation is,” says
Pete. “It really is an average garage, but it just shows you can make
really good beer anywhere!”
Pete, who comes originally from Weston-super-Mare, explained how
meeting his Bristolian wife and moving into the city really opened his
eyes to the diversity of good beers on offer.

In April, Will will be taking a barrel-aged version of his Maple Sap to
the SIBA South West festival at Tuckers’ Maltings in Newton Abbot, an
event where Will won an award last year.

“I don’t want to use finings in my beers,” explains Pete. “I think you can
make good beers without finings, better probably, keeping in some of
the flavours. You know some of the New England style beers are really
hazy, they look almost like orange juice, but that’s just the way they
are traditionally. I have experimented with Irish moss, it’s certainly
more inclusive not to use finings, or to use carrageen, if you want
vegetarians and vegans to be able to enjoy your beers too.”

Finally, Will’s joined the long queue of brewers waiting to get their
hands on the Drapers Arms’ famous wooden cask, and fans of him and
Brewhouse & Kitchen are looking forward to seeing it on the stillage
soon enough.

Stephen Edmonds

•
6 rotating fresh cask ales
•
15 keg & cask draught beers
and ciders
•
German & Czech lagers
•
Ample comfortable seating
•
Ray’s Pizza just next door
•

Turning to the style of beer that Pete has chosen to produce, through
his explorations of different beer types and styles, he found that
American beers were his favourite. “I have always loved US styles.
I have been over to the States, so trying things over there, looking
through books, and experimenting with different recipes, tasting
them, I really find that I just prefer them. They are lots of fun to make
too – lots of different hops to play around with in the recipes.”
Pete uses a variety of hops, adding Chinook or Colombus to bitter his
beers – the Colombus is a particular favourite as the bittering is so
clean and fresh. The American theme is carried on through the name
of his beers which have a 1950’s and 60’s vibe to them: Jack Rabbit
(from the club in Pulp Fiction), a 5% East Coast IPA; Porterhouse Rock,
a 5.7% US porter; All Star, a 6.7% New England IPA; Buck (after US
“bucks”, slang for dollars), a 4% US pale ale; and Plead The Fifth, a
California common or steam beer at 5.2%.

In advance of Bristol Beer Festival, Will will be hosting a number of
women on International Women’s Day on March 8th to help them
brew Unite Exotic, which will be a South-East Asian-inspired exotic IPA
on cask to create a tropical Thai IPA, which I’m hoping they’ll let men
drink once it’s on sale, as it sounds delicious.

With sister venues
including The Euston Tap,
Holborn Whippet & Piccadilly Tap.
Expect nothing less than the best and
freshest beers from the UK
and beyond.

kept him engaged as he learnt more and more about the intricacies of
recipes and the effect of conditions through the brewing process on
the taste profile and feel of the beers. It is this scientific background
that is responsible for the name of the brewery too. Pete did
astronomy and planetary science at university, so Cosmic reflects that
part of his life history.

Talking about his plans for Cosmic’s future Pete, explains: “At the
moment I am just getting going and the operation is small, and the
output is limited to a firkin each brewing. My ambition is to steadily
grow the business. I want to establish Cosmic as a well-known brewery
for quality beers, then be able to supply on demand. A stepping stone
to that will be getting to do three-cask and then 12-cask batches. I
don’t see that ambition being unrealistic. I already have a few orders
coming in. If I’m going to do it, then Bristol is the place to do it.”

“I went into town one day, found myself in Small Bar on King Street,
and I chose Revival, a 5% ABV pale ale by Moor. At that time I had
no idea who Moor were or anything else, but the beer was amazing.
It’s still my favourite. That was my inspiration really. I thought I’d like
to learn how to make beer after that. I had a friend who was a good
home-brewer so he showed me the basics and got me going.”
Pete goes on to explain that he has a science background, so it was
the science as much as the art of brewing that peaked his interest and

Pete was really happy to walk over from the brewery the 10 minutes
across Fishponds Road and into Fishponds’ micropub Snuffy Jacks, so
that he could introduce me to Jack Rabbit. “My first two firkins of Jack
Rabbit are being launched at Snuffy Jacks today,” he says with a big
smile on his face, “and Garvan at the Drapers Arms on Gloucester Road
will be taking delivery of some in a couple of weeks’ time as well.”
As we enter Snuffy Jacks,
Johnny Fallon our host,
greets us in the best possible
way by pouring us all a
pint each. A slightly hazy,
well-laced and fragrant
amber beer provides a great
mouthfeel and pleasing
mix of fruity, well-balanced
hop flavours, with slight
hints of malt and mango.
“This is delicious, really
properly balanced with a nice
sweetness. I think Snuffy
Jacks’ customers are going to
really like this at the launch
tonight,” says Johnny. We
all agree Jack Rabbit is an
astronomically delightful East
Coast IPA that augers well
for Cosmic Brewing’s future.
Watch this space.

Bianca Ambrose
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A look at Clevedon
H

aving recently surveyed Portishead’s pubs for Pints West,
the time was right to move on to the neighbouring town of
Clevedon. The aim was to drink at all of the pubs and clubs in
Clevedon which were known to be offering draught real ale on the day.
As we were doing this over one day, we needed to restrict ourselves to
half pints at most pubs. We started at lunchtime to give us the leisure
to cover the walk without breaking into a trot or using some other
form of transport. This time I was joined by long-suffering friend and
Clevedon resident, Maurice Bye, who took the photos.
The not very dynamic duo kicked off at the Old Inn, Walton Road
(the main road from Portishead), close to the headquarters of North
Somerset Council and usefully placed for local teams which use the
sports facilities of Clevedon School. The building is dated back to the
1740s and is the oldest remaining pub in Clevedon. A good-sized car
park is next to the pub and a large beer garden is at the rear. Here
we met new landladies, Deb and Tracey, who took over the lease of

From the Salthouse, we walked along the front towards the historic
Clevedon pier and found the Little Harp on Elton Road, which is next
to the pedestrian walk on the sea front. Yet another large pub with
a lot of tables set out for eating and enjoying the view of the Severn

As we approached the town centre, we were thwarted from entering
the Wagon and Horses because it hadn’t opened yet – we noticed it
was open in the evening when we passed by later. This meant that our
next pub was the Bristol Inn on Chapel Hill. If the Old Inn is big then
this is even bigger. There have been recent refurbishments and the
furniture and décor seem quite tasteful to my eye. Real ales include
at least a couple from St Austell brewery and these were Proper Job
and Tribute on our visit (£3.35 and £3.55 a pint respectively). The guest
beer was Doom Bar at £3.40. Landlords Christine and Andy have
introduced the popular Monday night cask ale club when cask ales are
a very attractive £2.50 a pint. We knew the pub has a good reputation
for food and we opted to make this our food stop. Sky sports and BT
sports are provided on television screens as well as terrestrial TV sports
such as the 6 Nations rugby. There is plenty of parking in their own car
park along with a beer garden. In fact, with a mother and toddler group
hosted in an area at the back of the pub and live music Friday and
Saturday nights, this pub seems to have everything covered. It is open
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being set on three levels. It has some parking and it also has rooms
available to stay in. There is even a balcony to take advantage of the
channel views. The long-standing landlords of this Greene King-leased
pub are Tony and Christine Antoni who were previously at the much
lamented Regent on Hill Road. Food, which is a mixture of British and
Mediterranean, is available all day whilst the ales are mainly from the
Greene King range – Abbot, Speckled Hen and IPA. We both went for
the guest Belhaven brown ale. The real ales were priced at £3.90 a pint
except the IPA which was £3.50. Opening hours are 11 to 11 each day
except Sunday when the closing time is 10.30.

from 11am till 11.30pm each day (midnight Fridays and Saturdays).
Chris and Andy are very friendly and the beers were good too. Suitably
stocked up, we moved down the hill and across the road.
Here we found the Consti Club on Kenn Road, formerly the
Conservative Club, and here sensibleness took over and with a long
day ahead of us we switched to half pints. Entry was free until 6pm
when only 50 pence each would be asked. Two good-sized lounges are
on the ground floor along with a skittle alley and a beer garden. We
got a very friendly welcome from the staff and customers and our two
half pints came to only £3.00. This is a free house and the beer choice
on the day was Wickwar’s Cotswold Way, St Austell’s Trelawny and
Wadworth 6X. We were invited to take a look upstairs where we noted
there is a function room and saw that all three of the snooker tables
were in use in the snooker room. Food is well-priced and available
lunchtimes and Sky sports on television keeps the sports fans happy.
After enjoying our drinks, we moved off.

this establishment – owned by the company which used to be called
Enterprise and is now Ei – a couple of weeks before. Deb will be
front of house whilst Tracey is in the kitchen using her long catering
experience. This is a good-sized place with plenty of seating and
improvements in the décor can be expected. A limited menu featuring
home-made food will be on offer all day every day until 9.30pm and
the popular Sunday carvery will continue from 12 till 3pm. The regular
real ales available are Courage Best and Sharp’s Doom Bar and when
we visited the guest ale was Fallen Tree from local brewery Twisted
Oak. Being a bit of a guest beer man, I plumped for the Fallen Tree
and this was my favourite beer of the day and came in at £3.60 a pint.
Maurice went for the Doom Bar at £3.45 a pint. We had a nice chat with
Deb whose enthusiasm was infectious. This is the only pub this side
of town. It’s dog friendly and the area is popular for walking and the
new landladies are keen to welcome back local teams which use the
sports facilities, local residents, workers at the neighbouring works and
offices and anyone else interested in good food and drink. We wished
them well for the future and trotted off towards the town centre along
Old Street.

Searle is the landlord of this Ei-owned pub. Food is available from 12
to 3pm and then from 6 till 9pm on each day, apart from Friday and
Saturday when food is on all through the day. On Sunday, the food
hours are 12 till 4pm. The building goes back a good 200 years and was
first opened as a hotel in 1928. Live music features Friday and Saturday
nights. Parking is available but charges apply.

We walked across the shopping precinct and towards Clevedon Rugby
Club, which we were told would have real ales available when it
opened later in the evening. From here, we took the public footpaths
through the houses and after 10 minutes’ walk the underpass
underneath Southern Way took us to the Crab Apple Inn, which was
built in the early 1980s to serve the new housing in this area. This is
another fairly large pub. We were told the landlady, Maggie, leases
the pub from Greene King and usually make a couple of their cask
ales available. When we visited the choices were Otter Amber, St
Austell Tribute and Cheddar Ales Gorge Best. We had a couple of half
pints for a total of £3.35. Opening times are 11am till 11.30pm (till
12.30 on Friday and Saturday). Food is available from noon through
to 9pm each day, with a carvery provided Sunday lunchtimes. The
Crab seemed reasonably busy for late on a Thursday afternoon – Sky
sports and BT sports to keep the punters entertained seems to help.
Our beers went down well. From here we walked along Southern Way
towards the sea front.
On the western edge of the sea front and overlooking the marine lake
we found the Salthouse. Poets’ Walk, leading to the church featured
in the programme Broadchurch, runs behind it. We both tried the guest
ale of Hobgoblin Gold – two half pints coming to £3.55 – and they went
down perfectly well. We could have chosen from the regular real ales
of Butcombe Original and Doom Bar. This is another large place. Gary

Estuary. The beers seem restricted to the Greene King range with the
choice of Abbot, IPA and Speckled Hen. Our halves of IPA and Abbot
came to £3.55. Pleasantly busy for 5.30 in the evening, there is a
decent-sized car park and a large beer garden. I have to admit to not
checking the hours but I would guess food is served throughout the
day.
Off we tottered along the pedestrian walk on the sea front towards
the pier until we came to an alley which leads to Copse Road. Here we
found the Royal Oak, an award-winner for Punch Taverns, frequently
featuring in the CAMRA Good Beer Guide and known to be many
locals’ favourite pub in Clevedon. We tried not to be pre-loaded with
previous good reviews but we struggled with this. We entered around
6pm and were surprised
at how busy it was at
this hour. The front
room was already pretty
full and the bar staff
were working hard to
meet their customers’
requirements. There
were seats available in
the other, lower lounge
but we preferred to join
the merry throng to try
to gauge what it is that
makes the place tick. We
had a chat with landlord,
Scott Higgins, who has
been in place for three
and a half years. It could
be that the success
of this local is that it
focuses on the drink
side of things – food is
only served from 12 till
3pm. It could be that five real ales being available helps, four of them
being regulars in the form of Sharp’s Atlantic and Doom Bar, Butcombe
Original and St Austell Tribute. I went for the Adnams Ghost Ship guest
ale. The prices of the real ales range between £3.45 and £3.80 a pint. I
am sure the Sky sports and BT sports on the television helps although
we were told this is actually a big rugby pub. Live music features once
a month and looking around, still ciders are popular here. The genuine
welcome doesn’t hurt either but, whatever it is that makes this place
work, it is working.
With the sounds of ‘Goodnight Irene’ to recognise Maurice’s football
weakness ringing in our ears, we headed off. Retreating in an orderly
fashion back down the alley, we headed up the road known as ‘The
Beach’ to the Moon and Sixpence. We got an extremely friendly
welcome from Alex who served us. The pub has an interesting layout,

We then headed up Marine Parade and along Wellington Terrace to
the Walton Park Hotel. A Great Western hotel and known locally for
the weddings it caters for, it has a choice of two lounges, the back
one being the more popular because of its channel views. The real

ale is restricted to Doom Bar which cost £3.80 for two half pints. This
doesn’t appear too bad given the plush surroundings and extensive
views. Food is available between 12 and 9.30pm and tapas meals
are part of the range. A car park is on site. After sampling the Doom
Bar, this proved a comfortable place to finish off with a coffee and to
contemplate the journey. The walk had come to a total of four and a
half miles.
We noticed from our travels that most of the pubs in Clevedon are
large and food-orientated and there is little availability of locallysourced ales from small breweries. On the other hand, Doom Bar
featured in five out of the nine establishments surveyed. Drinkers in
towns like Clevedon who like choice tend to visit central Bristol where
they are catered for brilliantly. There could well be a real opportunity
for a smaller pub in Clevedon which has little emphasis on food and
which makes changing local real ales available. And indeed I am
pleased to be able to say that Clevedon is getting its first micropub,
to be called the Fallen Tree and owned by Twisted Oak brewery of
Wrington. Located in an old shop premises at 43 Hill Road, it should be
open by the time this edition of Pints West hits the streets.
On the plus side, there had been no problems with any of the beers
sampled on the day. Importantly, the welcome given on our crawl
cannot be argued with – perhaps one you would not get as readily in
city-centre pubs. Also, the pricing seemed reasonable. We never went
over the £4 mark for a pint which cannot always be said in Bristol
centre.

Neil Ravenscroft
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Looking for a beer festival?

Good Chemistry

Gryphon MetAle Festival

The 15th festival at the Gryphon (central Bristol, just up from Colston
Hall), with 14 cask ales, 5 keg beers,and a large collection of dark beer
in bottles and cans. Thursday 8th to Sunday 11th March.

www.gloucesterbeerfestival.org.uk
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Drapers Arms Howzat Beer Festival

31st March to 2nd April (Easter Saturday to Easter Monday), 2pm to
9.30pm. This micropub on Gloucester Road will be having beers from
each of the 18 counties in cricket’s County Championship.

Chippenham CAMRA Beer Festival

Friday 27th and Saturday 28th April at the Olympiad Leisure Centre in
Chippenham. See advert.

Gloucester CAMRA Beer & Cider Festival

Friday 27th and Saturday 28th April at the Blackfriars Priory in central
Gloucester. See advert.

The Lansdown 30

Another popular beer festival at the Lansdown in Clifton, Bristol (BS8
1AF), from 6pm on Friday 21st and all day Saturday 22nd April. Over 20
ales from within a 30-mile radius of the pub, plus live music and food.

Rangeworthy Beer festival

Hosted by the Rose & Crown, Rangeworthy (BS37 7NB), with 15 real
ales, 8 ciders, live music and barbecue. Saturday 19th May 12-4pm (£5)
and 7-12 (£9 advance, £12 on day), and Sunday 20th (afternoon family
session, reduced entry) – prices include souvenir tankard and burger.

Ludlow Spring Festival

Friday 11th to Sunday 13th May marks the tenth anniversary of this
event, held in Ludlow. The ‘Festival Pub’ is the very heart of the
festival, with more than 200 real ales from 50 independent breweries
Shropshire, Herefordshire, Worcestershire, Gloucestershire and Wales.
There’s a truly great atmosphere with a full line-up of music across
the weekend from singer-songwriters to blues and rock. While it’s an
integral part of the event,
the festival isn’t just about
the beer. There’s plenty of
great food on offer, with
over 60 exhibitors with the
finest food the region has
to offer.
Also, a key part of the
whole event is the
Marches Transport Festival
featuring classic cars.
Opening times are Friday
(‘Meet the Brewer Preview
night) 5pm to 9pm,
Saturday 10am to 9pm,
and Sunday 10am to 5pm.
See advert and visit www.
ludlowspringfestival.co.uk
for more information and
to buy tickets. (Note the
discount for Pints West
readers.)

Friday
- Saturday 28th
Friday27th
31stApril
March–Saturday
1st April
April 2018
2017

100 + Beers
And Over 30 Ciders & Perries !!
Back by Popular Demand the Gloucestershire Cheeses!

food, wine & soft drinks available

Live Entertainment
Admission £6
includes Festival Glass & Programme
FREE PINT for CAMRA Members
(on production of a valid camra card)

Gyle 99 – this was the last beer brewed in 2017 at GCHQ, and
the 99th gyle (batch) overall, and was inspired by the Belgian beer XX
Bitter by De Ranke.
Kokomo Weekday – launched at the end of February at the recently
reopened Pineapple (in central Bristol, behind City Hall – but
unfortunatelly closing again), this is Kokomo Weekend’s more
sessionable partner, full of tropical pineapple, mango and passionfruit
flavours that all come from the Mosaic and Azacca hops.
In addition to brewing all of the above, there was also time to welcome
Staggeringly Good Brewery from Portsmouth to GCHQ at the end of
January, with the outcome being a 6.5% smoked stout called Black
Prince, launched on March 1st at the Gryphon (central Bristol, just up
from Colston Hall) which hosted a joint Good Chemistry-Staggeringly
Good tap takeover. Some of this beer is currently in a whisky barrel,
with the barrel-aged version being launched at the end of July
at WarriorFest, Staggeringly Good’s dinosaur and pirate-themed beer
festival on HMS Warrior in Portsmouth.

www.facebook.com/GloucesterCamraSpringBeerCiderFestival

www.facebook.com/
GloucesterCamraSpringBeerCiderFestival

www.gloucesterbeerfestival.org.uk

www.gloucesterbeerfestival.org.uk
Beer, cider & cheese are subject to availability

@glos
Beer
fest

In the upcoming months, Good Chemistry will be providing all of the
beer for this year’s StagFest, which is now being held at Mother’s Ruin
in the Old City after the closure of previous host, the Stag & Hounds
in Old Market. Over the four days of the Easter weekend, there’ll be
over 35 bands playing StagFest, and Good Chemistry will have four

Jordan and Joe of Staggeringly Good
with Kelly and Bob of Good Chemistry
casks and a keg line for the whole weekend, including the very last keg
of Holy Roar.
At the end of April, the GCHQ brewery tap reopens for the summer
on Friday evenings and Saturday afternoons until the end of
September, but the weekend that most people are looking forward
to in the coming months to is the first May Bank Holiday weekend,
which sees the first East Bristol Brewery Trail of 2018. Alongside
Moor, Arbor, Dawkins and Left Handed Giant, Good Chemistry will
be open all day on Saturday 5th and Sunday 6th of May, where Good
Chemistry’s resident DJ and bar staff look forward to welcoming
you (back) to GCHQ. These won’t be the only events taking place
at GCHQ over the spring and summer, so watch out for news and
announcements in the coming months.
In a last minute addition to this article, Bob and Kelly would like
to wish Sarah loads of luck and exciting times ahead as she leaves
Good Chemistry to head to Copenhagen! She is starting at Mikkeller
brewery, working across their lambic bar and bottle shop. She has
been invaluable to the team in the time she has been here, and while
they will miss her, this is an amazing opportunity too good to pass up!

Stephen Edmonds

CHIPPENHAM
CHIPPENHAM
12 - 13 May
th

th

BEER FESTIVAL
FESTIVAL
BEER

INSIDE LUDLOW CASTLE

th
& 28th28th
, 2012
Friday April
27th &27
Saturday
April 2018

BOOK ONLINE, OR PHONE 01584 873957

TICKET USING CODE: PINTSWEST

BEER
& BEYOND!
LUDLOW & THE WELSH MARCHES
CLASSIC VEHICLES • TRAILS • TALKS ‘N TIPPLES • REAL ALES

LIVE EXPLORE FABULOUS
MUSIC REGIONAL FOOD & DRINK

MEET THE BREWER
th
FRIDAY EVENING 11

LUDLOWSPRINGFESTIVAL.CO.UK
PINTS WEST

As well as the familiar favourites of cask-only Time Lapse, best-seller
Natural Selection, Fresh Start, Hurly Burly, Steady State, Redstart
Rye, Becoming North and Invincible Summer (look out for this last
one appearing in cask for the first time ever at this year’s Bristol
Beer Festival), two new beers have been brewed in the last couple of
months:

11.30am – 11pm
At the Historic Blackfriars Priory,
Ladybellegate street,
off Southgate St - central Gloucester

£1 OFF FULL PAYING SAT & SUN ADULT
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G

ood Chemistry fans in Bristol and further afield have plenty to
thank Bob, Kelly, Sam and Sarah for recently, with their hard
work at Good Chemistry HQ over the last few months resulting
in a great range of beers being available.

Olympiad Sports Hall, The Olympiad Leisure Centre,

Sadlers Mead,
Monkton
Park, Chippenham,Chippenham
Wiltshire, SN15 3PA
Studio
Hall,
Olympiad,

(5 minutes from rail and bus stations)

Friday:
Saturday:

Friday evening 6pm to 11pm
6-11pm (£6)
Saturday lunchtime 11am to 4pm
Saturday
11 –evening
3.30 7pm
(£4)to&11pm
7–11

(£5)

Tickets for each session are £10.
Includes
£5 worth sessions
of tokens for by
CAMRA
members,
Admission
to evening
advance
ticket
on production of a valid membership card,
90 real ales,
ciders
& perries
and £3
for non-CAMRA
members.
See web site
for ticket
purchasing
details.
Only 5 minutes
from
railway
& bus
stations




the North West
branchmembers
of CAMRA
 £2 of freeOrganised
beerbytokens
to Wiltshire
CAMRA
www.nwwiltscamra.org.uk
(join at festival
and benefit!)

only

Howzat Easter Beer Festival

Saturday 31st March to Monday 2nd April
2pm to 9:30pm every day
First-Class Beers from 18 different counties

Facebook: Chippenham CAMRA Beer Festival

Tickets available from Olympiad, Chippenham from mid-March
or from CAMRA NWW, PO Box 2882, Chippenham SN14 6WT.
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The Bridge Inn
S

ituated in Passage Street, on the edge of Bristol’s shopping
quarter, the Bridge Inn is a small and friendly pub that also has
a sunny outdoor drinking area for warmer months. The building
itself is approximately 100 years old with a cellar that is rumoured to go
back 800 years. Legend has it that the site was once owned by monks.
Pop memorabilia collages and retro concert promotion posters adorn
the inside walls and a large Jimi Hendrix mural features on the outside.
The permanent beer offering is Dark Star’s Hophead or you can choose
from one of the four, imaginative and reasonably priced, changing
guest ales (Titanic’s Plum Porter, Geeves’ Clear Cut, Golden Duck’s
Dead on Arrival and Gun Brewery’s Milk Stout were being promoted on
a recent visit) and if you can’t make up your mind which to try then you
can do ‘beer tapas’ and try a third of each. On Sunday afternoons from
opening time at 1pm until 6pm, beers are discounted to £3 a pint.
Occasionally, the pub will feature a ‘tap takeover’ and promote beers
from one brewery. Recent breweries who have been featured are
Salopian, Tiny Rebel (from Newport) and Otter (from Devon). If a ‘rich
strong Belgian’ takes your fancy, there is a small range of Belgian
bottled beers, including Orval, Kwak and Rochefort. Brooklyn’s
Chocolate Stout is also available.

On Mondays to Fridays, between 12 and 3, a reasonably priced lunch
menu is served and on Sundays at 6pm, customers can partake of
complimentary cheese and crackers.
The Bridge Inn is a cracking little pub in central Bristol that is popular
with office and shop workers at lunchtimes and early evenings but also
has a strong local and regular following. Well worth a visit.

Ali Bridle (photos by Pete Bridle)

OPENING TIMES: MON-SAT FROM 12PM. SUN FROM 1:30PM.
passage street, Bristol BS2 0JF

Enjoy a warm welcome
and a pleasant atmosphere

The Annexe Inn
Seymour Road, Bishopston, Bristol
Tel: 0117 9427525

A Real Ale Pub

6 real ales – including 1 guest ale.
Large conservatory with disabled facilities.
Enclosed garden, open throughout the year.
Lunchtime and evening menu – including		
children’s menu.
 Handmade, stone-baked, build-your-own pizzas		
served 4pm - 10.45pm. £6.95 each or 2 for £12.
Sunday night to Thursday 2 for £10.
 All TV sports events covered.
 30p off a pint of real ale for over 60’s 			
and CAMRA members





Quiz night every Monday with rollover jackpot.
You can also enjoy various promotions and
special offers throughout the year.
Open: 11.30am - 3pm then 5pm - 11pm
All day Saturday, Sunday and bank holidays
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Bristol Beer Factory - cask, cask, cask!

T

he Bristol Beer Factory (BBF) report that over the past six
months they have really been concentrating on cask ale. The
core range of Fortitude, Nova, Independence and Milk Stout
is apparently performing strongly with sales up 25% on last year, and
following further investment in new equipment they believe their beer
quality is the best it has ever been.
Special brews such as The Hoff and El Choco are always exciting and
the BBF is continuing its single and double hop ranges. These beers
include Mischief, Gambler and Optimist from the single hop range
and Low Rider, Subtropic and Bow Street from the double hop
range. The plan is to bring out a new special every two to three weeks,
although landlords will need to be quick off the mark as these brews
are apparently selling out within two or three days.
Nick Jarman is the new manager of the brewery’s Tap Room on North
Street in Bedminster and he has been busy organising events. Keep an
eye on the Bristol Beer Factory Facebook page to see what is coming
up. There is now a quiz every month, and if you want to be among
the first to taste the brewery specials they are all released at the Tap
Room. Rugby fans should note that the Tap Room is showing all the Six
Nations rugby and you can book a table and even a mini cask to enjoy
on at your table – just email the Nick and the Tap Room staff on shop@
bristolbeerfactory.co.uk. Advance booking is recommended if you want
a table for the final day of the Six Nations on 17th March.

Investment and expansion plans
are progressing well with another
two 30-barrel fermentation
vessels installed in February. The
brewery now has 350 barrels of
fermentation capacity, although
the brewhouse is now literally full
as they cannot fit anymore tanks in.
Another new starter at the brewery
is Domhnaill Barnes who is heading
up the operational side of the
outlets. Domhnaill has apparently
worked closely with Josh Eggleton
in the past and so has some great
experience in some notable outlets
in Bristol.
The stylish BBF mini tins (thanks
to Miller Design) have been selling
really well and are available from
the Tap Room. Vouchers for
brewery tours can also be purchased from the Tap Room and would
doubtless a great gift. Of course all tours start and finish in the Tap
Room.

Richard Brooks
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Bristol Beer Week to be represented at first
British Beer Cities’
National Forum
BRITISH

Beer Cities

S

tephen Powell, organiser of Bristol Beer Week, has been invited
to speak at a prestigious national event, the British Beer Cities’
National Forum, to be held in Norwich in October 2018.

The National Forum is the first of its kind to take place in the UK and
is being organised by Norwich City of Ale, supported by the Brewers’
Education & Research Fund (BREF). Norwich, as the first British Beer
City, will host the inaugural event, but subsequent Forums are being
planned to take place in other cities in future.

Make friends
with an Otter
01404 891 285 otterbrewery.com

for CAMRA Cardholders

A5 Generic Ads x 6.indd 2

Advertise in Pints West

07/02/2017 16:03

10,000 copies printed quarterly and distributed to
hundreds of pubs throughout the region
Also available on-line at

www.bristolcamra.org.uk

Contact: steve.plumridge.pintswest@gmail.com

D a rtmo or ’s Fi n e s t
The UK’s highest brewery
at 1,465ft above sea level,
Dartmoor Brewery creates
handcrafted cask conditioned
real ales with authentic
Dartmoor character from its
heartland in Princetown.

Award-winning brewers

The Forum will provide a showcase for organisers of similar festivals
across the land to get together to share experiences, ideas and best
practice. Since 2011, when Norwich City of Ale was first held, fourteen
British cities and towns now organise their own beer weeks; Bristol
Beer Week first ran in 2013. The Forum will be of interest to existing
beer city organisers and also those wishing to set up and promote their
own city-wide festival or beer week. Many of the country’s top beer
writers will be attending as well as tourism chiefs, directors of pub and
beer organisations, and CAMRA national and regional representatives.
The ultimate aim is to promote Britain internationally, through its beer
cities, to beer lovers all around the world.
‘We are honoured to have received this BREF funding,’ said Dawn
Leeder, co-founder of Norwich City of Ale and co-organiser of the
Forum, ‘and we’re really looking forward to getting together with
other beer week organisers throughout the land to share resources,
experiences and expertise in order to rise to the common challenges
we all face.’

News from
Dawkins Ales

Our pubs and brewery in Bristol

The Miner's Arms, 136 Mina Road, St Werburghs, Bristol BS2 9YQ
The Hillgrove Porter Stores, 53 Hillgrove Street North, Kingsdown, Bristol BS2 8LT
The Victoria Ale House, 2 Southleigh Road, Clifton, Bristol BS8 2BH
The Portcullis, 3 Wellington Terrace, Clifton Village, Bristol BS8 4LE
The Green Man, 21 Alfred Place, Kingsdown, Bristol BS2 8HD
Brewery Tap & Shop (regular opening Spring) Lawnwood Road, Easton, Bristol BS5 0EF
Telephone: 01822 890789
Fax: 01822 890798
www.dartmoorbrewery.co.uk

Our sister company Steel Coulson in Scotland
Steel Coulson Tap, 24 Henderson Street, Leith, Edinburgh EH6 6BS
+ New openings planned later this year!
Beers on tap at great pubs across the region. Bottles in local
independent stores, Co-ops and online via fresh-range.com
beers@dawkinsales.com 0117 9559503 dawkinsales.com
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‘This is a great opportunity to tell Bristol Beer Week’s story on a
national platform,’ said Stephen Powell, Bristol Beer Week organiser,
‘and it will be very interesting to meet up with other beer city
organisers to find out more about how things are done in different
localities.’
The British Beer Cities’ National Forum takes place in Norwich on 8th and
9th October. For more information visit beercities.org.uk.
The next Bristol Beer Week will take place in the second half of 2018. For
more information visit www.bristolbeerweek.com nearer the time.
Norwich City of Ale is sponsored by Norwich BID and runs from 24th May
to 3rd June. Last year 43 city pubs took part. For more information visit
cityofale.org.uk.

Britain’s
original
beer week...

T

his is the time of year to be enjoying two of Dawkins’ limitedavailability award-winning specials. Both the rich dark smoky
4.8% Foresters Black milk stout, and the hugely hoppy unfined
golden 6.2% Ultra are out there, waiting for you. They’ve been brewed
to be available at the SIBA national beer judging awards in mid-March
(having been selected as possible entrants last April).
A raft of single-hopped specials in cask joins them this quarter.
Sorachi, Eukanot and Azacca (all of which are 4.5% unfined blonds to
let the hop characteristics shine) will be popping up at a variety of the
local pubs that Dawkins distributes to.

Dartmoor Brewery Ltd,
Station Road,
Princetown, Devon
PL20 6QX

Dawn Leeder and Stephen Powell

There’s also interesting specials in the keg line-up from the brewery as
well. The IPL (India Pale Lager) series is now on to its third version. It
bills itself as “an intriguing twist” on familiar IPA beers but using new
German hops grown in an aromatic, New World style. This unfined
golden beer is very fruity indeed.
Another fruity golden keg-only special this quarter has been the ‘Six
Nations’ beer, which will hopefully be around for a while longer than
the eponymous tournament. If you read this before the tournament
has finished, you can also catch it at the brewery tap on a weekend
whenever the matches are on.

...setting
the bar
since 2011

Celebrating

FINE ALE in the FINE CITY

A ten-day celebration of real ale, local pubs and the region’s
rich brewing and pub heritage taking place throughout the Fine City

24 MAY - 3 JUNE 2018
“The event has put Norwich on the map as one of the premier beer cities in the UK”
Pete Brown
“One of the most vibrant and exciting beer-related events going on in the UK”
Adrian Tierney Jones
“Brilliant event – be there!”
Roger Protz
BEER
ALE
FESTIVALS
•
TAP
TAKEOVERS

CityOfAle

MEET THE
BREWER
•
FEM.ALE

TRAILS
•
BREWERY
TOURS

www.cityofale.org.uk

BEER & FOOD
MATCHING
•
TUTORED
TASTINGS

#cityofale

Bob Gibson
City of Ale Ad Pints West 90mm x 120mm.indd 1
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BADRAG
Bristol And District
Rare Ales Group

B

ADRAG is the award-winning Bristol & District Rare Ales Group,
part of the local branch of CAMRA, the Campaign for Real Ale.
BADRAG campaigns for bars to give space to rare styles of real
ale, in particular dark beers such as milds, stouts and porters, plus the
even rarer old ales and barley wines.
BADRAG undertakes a number of trails and other events to encourage
licensees to stock the styles of ale that we campaign for. Please help
support those trails and events and the pubs that support us. Here are
some we organised recently...

Cotham and Kingsdown Dark Ale Trail
BADRAG had a very successful evening on the last Thursday in
November. The trail, led by Pete Bridle and Jerry Fletcher, commenced
at the Hare on the Hill around 6.30pm. This pub has significantly
improved its real ale offering in recent years and is now also linked to
Croft Ales, the recently opened brewery just off Stokes Croft. The pub
had a couple of dark ales put on for us; both were excellent, including
the rarely seen Black Book Stout which weighed in at 5.2% ABV.
Next, a very short stroll to the former branch pub of the year, the
Dawkins Ales-run Hillgrove Porter Stores. Again, at least two dark ales
on including Springhead Drop of the Black Stuff at 4% and Brewhouse
& Kitchen Papa Darth, a 5.4% oatmeal stout from the brewpub on the
other side of Cotham and Kingsdown.
The longest walk (but not that long!) was to the next pub, the Cotham
Porter Stores where New Bristol Brewery Shergal Farkey, a 4.5% porter,
was enjoyed. By now we must have had between 30 and 40 members
on the pub walk – it can be challenging to count the exact number as
a result of people doing the crawl at varying rates, i.e. not everyone
turning up at the same pubs at the same time. But we certainly had a
good turnout, which was pleasing.
Next to the Green Man, where Cheddar Ales Totty Pot, another 4.5%
porter, was in excellent condition in this small and cosy pub – and we
certainly filled it up!
The last pub on the walk was the Gryphon (just up from the Colston
Hall) where members enjoyed William Mucklow’s Dark Mild and Dorset
Dark Poker Chip, both from Bewdley Brewery and 6%, and Bristol Beer
Factory Espresso Martini, a 4.5% espresso milk stout.
The whole evening was a very enjoyable and a great success – lovely
pubs and superb ales. Our thanks to all the pubs who put these
wonderful beers on for us – it was very much appreciated. If you
weren’t there, see what you are missing out on!

PB

BADRAG annual review gathering
Once a year in the winter ‘Badraggers’ meet to discuss how last year’s
campaign went and lay plans for next year. This year we met at the
Robin Hood on St Michael’s Hill where Ben the licensee provided New
Bristol Brewery Shergal Farkey (4.5% porter) for us to enjoy. These
gatherings have attracted 20 to 30 in the past, but for some reason
that we cannot fathom, a loyal ten were present this year.
Events that were deemed to have gone well over the last year, and will
be repeated in virtually the same format in the coming year, included
the train trip to Chippenham Beer Festival, the South Gloucestershire
Mild Trail, the Clifton Dark Ales Trail, the City Centre Stout and Porter
Trail, the train trip to the Bath Winter Ales Festival, and the Cotham
and Kingsdown Trail. The Bedminster and Harbourside trail will in
future become the Bedminster Black Ale Trail, and hopefully the Winter
Ales Mini Fest at the Old Bank in Keynsham will be repeated.
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BADRAG, the Bristol & District Rare Ales Group,
is an award-winning campaigning group within
the local branch of CAMRA, the Campaign for
Real Ale.
Its aim is to promote the rarer styles of real ale,
in particular dark beers such as milds, stouts
and porters, plus the even rarer old ales and
barley wines.

BADRAG@camrabristol.org.uk
www.camrabristol.org.uk

The BADRAG 10th anniversary social at the Lime Kiln last March and the
barbecue and mini festival at the New Inn, Mayshill in August were also
enjoyed.
Subject to finding someone to take a leading role or to act as the point of
contact, the following suggestions will be added to BADRAG events next
year: in January a trip by coach to the Exeter Winter Ales Festival, and in
February a trip by train and bus/walk to Tewkesbury Winter Ales Festival.
Calling all licensees: If you would like BADRAG to hold a social at your
premises when you provide a few rare style ales (particularly mild ales)
please contact badrag@camrabristol.org.uk.
Calling all ‘Badraggers’: If you would like your favourite pub, club or
brewery tap to hold a BADRAG social then please chat to the licensee,
volunteer to help, and again contact badrag@camrabristol.org.uk.
Supporting licensees that provide rare style ales, particularly at pub beer
festivals, is a good way of campaigning for such BADRAG rare style ales.
Many thanks to all who lead or support BADRAG campaign events.

LG

Old Bank Winter Ales Festival
The winter ales festival held in support of BADRAG at the Old Bank in
Keynsham on 10th February was the second such festival there, following
a very successful event last year (see Pints West 114). Inclement weather
was not enough to deter many dedicated ‘Badraggers’ on the trail of
quality ale and food, especially as both were available at reduced prices.
Live premiership football, Six Nations rugby and live music helped as
well.
Proceedings were once again led by friendly landlord Simon Sherwell
who offered a good choice of beer both outside on the heated patio and
inside the premises. Outside at £3 per pint were:
New Bristol Brewery Tiny Dansker Milk Stout, 8% ABV – Juniper and
foraged berries in a seasonal beer to warm up the cockles. Exceptionally
smooth and silky stout with British hops Bramling Cross and a touch of
lactose – pure ‘hygge’ in a glass. If you believe it, ‘Dansker’ refers to a
person of Danish decent and ‘Tiny’ simply refers to the smaller cask it
came in – and supposedly nothing to do with Elton John’s 1971 hit ‘Tiny
Dancer’ from the ‘Madman Across the Water’ album.
Exmoor Ales Mild, 3.5% – This is the first time this Wiveliscombe
brewery has ever produced this historical style, which up until the
1950s dominated bar-tops. Perhaps this is a small victory for the BADRAG
campaign? The beer uses Bramling Cross, Goldings and Northdown hops
and is low in alcohol with a soft malt character. Both landlord Simon and
BADRAG founder Laurie Gibney were seen enjoying it, and it was selling
well.
Cheddar Ales Totty Pot Porter, 4.5% – An award-winning porter, with
roasted coffee and creamy malt finish.
Palmers Tally Ho Old Ale, 5.5% – Strong, complex and full of deep
distinctive flavours. First brewed in the 1940s.
New Bristol Brewery Shergal Farkey Porter, 4.5% – Named after head
brewer’s mispronunciation of the famous Undertones frontman. Easy
drinking with blackcurrant aromas and soft malty taste. This was actually
held in reserve, and not broached unfortunately, but was enjoyed at the
BADRAG review gathering mentioned above.
The outdoor barbecue had large hamburgers, cheeseburgers, chilli, pork
and wild boar sausages rolls that were very popular, also at £3 each for
simplicity.
On the bar inside were Otter Head (5.8%, £3.60, in reserve), Twisted Oak

Fallen Tree (3.8%, £3.40), Palmers 200 (5.0%, £3.60), Severn Brewing
Copper Ale (3.8%, £3.40), and Cheddar Ales Potholer (4.3%, £3.40).
A couple of local drinkers were persuaded to join the BADRAG group
and also to step outside to try the ‘specials’. They were all glad they did
and were (once again) surprised that dark ale did not necessarily have
too high a strength.
New Bristol Brewery’s Tiny Dansker was judged ‘superb’ by many. All
other outside beers went down well with Palmers Tally Ho generating
much debate. Thanks again to landlord Simon for his enthusiasm in
staging the event. Perhaps this can lead to a summer event where we
can all leave our waterproofs at home!
It is worth repeating here that, as I wrote last year, this event was a
textbook example of how a consumer group like CAMRA’s BADRAG and
a retailer (like Simon) can work together to generate profitable business.
I hope other landlords will read this and follow this successful example in
all of Bristol’s suburban pubs. If any pub would like to arrange a similar
event in future years please email badrag@camrabristol.org.uk.

GW

M2M Gloucester Road Trail
BADRAG held a ‘micropub-to-micropub’ Gloucester Road Trail on 17th
February starting at Chums at noon and ending at the Drapers Arms
around 7pm. The sun shone on the righteous and made for a very
pleasant and gentle-paced (initially at least) afternoon of good beer and
good conversation. Seven pubs agreed to support the trail by buying
in a dark ale especially for the occasion. These were Chums, the Prince
of Wales, the Gloucester Road Ale House, the Grace, the Annexe Inn,
the Lazy Dog and the Drapers Arms. Unfortunately, due to a mix up in
ordering at the Grace, their cask failed to materialised, but the thought
was there, and our thanks go out to each and every one of these pubs.
Around 20 of us met up at Chums in Chandos Road, including some
most welcome members from Exeter and Taunton. The trail was
launched with Ainsty Ales Chocolate Porter (4.5%). Brewed in York,
this was a light and refreshing porter, intensely chocolate with orange
and blackberry notes. Everyone loved it and the consensus score was
8.5/10. A second beer was unavoidable if we were to ensure all that were
coming had arrived, so a West Berkshire Brewery Maggs Magnificent Mild
(3.8%) was dually ordered. A mild flavoured beer with a solid, mildly
malty body. I personally prefer my milds a bit more flavoursome so I
gave it a 7/10 but many admired its subtlety and rated it higher.
A 15-minute stroll downhill to the bottom of Gloucester Road found
us in the Prince of Wales. The manager informed me of the bad news
that the PoW will be changing hands in April due to it losing its court
case over its lease, and that it is likely to be run by a pub management
company selling ‘national brands’. We shall have to wait and see, but it
is a shame to see the loss of an independent family-run pub. The PoW
laid on a cask of Boss Brewing Company (of Swansea) Boss Bliss (4.6%)
on for us. A delicious porter which surprisingly tasted different to many I
canvassed opinion from. Personally I got chocolate, coffee and a hint of
salted caramel. It had a refreshing watery sweetness and a nice hop that
built as the pint went down. It also had a strange but pleasant fizz that
frothed up in the mouth; I gave it 7.5/10.
A few minutes up the road found us in the Gloucester Road Ale House.
Formally the Foresters, the pub has been completely renovated and
modernised by Wickwar who have transformed it into a light, airy and
very pleasant place to drink. They had laid on a cask of New Bristol
Brewery Shergal Farkey (4.5%), a mild flavoured watery stout with a
bitterness and slight twang in the aftertaste. My personal preference
is for a stouter stout so I gave it a modest 6.5/10 but others gave it 7 to
7.5/10.
Five minutes up the road and we came to the Grace, a smart and tidy
gastropub catering for diners, families and drinkers alike. Sadly with no
dark ale on, some of us moved on to the next pub, but enough remained
to take a break from the dark beers to settle down in the very nice beer
garden and catch some afternoon sun. Most of us went for the Dawkins
Resolution (5.3%), a fine unfined wheaty American style IPA, bitter,
golden, with a lovely zesty lemon peel zing which kept the conversation
lively (8/10).
With the dark ale break over it was time to tackle the Gloucester Road
hill and the 20-minute walk to the Annexe Inn, which is situated in a
courtyard behind the much larger Sportsman pub on the corner of Nevil
Road and Seymour Road. It is literally an annexe to the much larger
Sportsman which as the name suggests is a sports bar. The Annexe

serves good value-for-money food and does a decent pizza, which a few
of us took advantage off. As for the main event, the beer, it serves a good
range of real ales. They had laid on a cask of Twisted Oak Slippery Slope
(5.3%) for us and it was real choc-fest of a porter. Initially there’s a milk
chocolate sweetness with turns into a dark chocolate bitterness. Perhaps
a little light on the malt in the body (7.5/10).
Five minutes down Seymour Road and crossing Ashley Down Road, we
came to the Lazy Dog, a great little family-friendly, dog-friendly, drinkerfriendly local. Smart, clean, airy, modern, fresh, it has a warm bohemian
atmosphere and tonight it was buzzing. They had laid on a cask of Bristol
Beer Factory El Choco (4.8%). A double chocolate stout brewed with
loads of chocolate malt and, I was told, with added cocoa. It was heavily
malted, very smooth, and had a great lingering chocolate aftertaste.
Canvassing the group, scores ranged from 6/10 to 9/10 so it kind of
divided us; personally I ranked it 8.5/10.
Ten minutes up Ashley Down Road and we were back on Gloucester
Road for the final pub of the night, the Drapers Arms, and what a fine
micropub it is. Often selling small-brewery and hard-to-get beers,
gravity-drawn straight from the cask. They normally have half a dozen
or so casks on the go, including a dark ale, and tonight was no exception.
They put on a cask of Untapped Brewery Co. Triple S (‘Simply Superb
Stout’) (4.9%) for us, and it was champion. Full of dark roasts and dark
fruits. Heavy but still highly drinkable. Its mild bitterness shouts to me
mild rather than stout; indeed, this is what I consider my ideal mild to
be – strong, flavoursome, heavy, lightly hopped. I gave it a 9/10 and
considered it to be the best beer of the day.
The evening ended within this bustling pub with lively conversation,
more than a bit of a laugh, and a pint of a Keep Brewing Hanunga (5.6%)
from Nailsworth, a zingy citrus, green-hop, bitter golden beer (8/10). As
people drifted away, many came up to me (Mal Fuller) and expressed
their thanks for a great day and commented on the wonderful beer we
had been treated to. Every beer had been in great condition, every pub
made us feel welcome, and there were a wide range of alternatives to
dark beers for those who wanted them.

MF

Future BADRAG events
Here are some events at which you may enjoy some BADRAG style ales
(see www.camrabristol.org.uk/diary.html for any late changes). Note
that on the organised trails, if a pub happens to have no dark or rare style
of beer on, the plan is to move straight on to the next one that does, so
as to give those that do extra support.

l Sat 28 April – BADRAG train trip to Chippenham Beer Fest

Catching the 11.00 train from Bristol Temple Meads, arriving just after
the queues have died down for the lunchtime session (which runs 11am
to 4pm). Stalwarts will recall sitting by the River Avon supping beer in the
sunshine, so optimists amongst you remember sunscreen or a hat if you
like the outdoors! Chippenham is a delightful beer festival with plenty of
variety and ample space and seating. Tickets are £10, which includes £5
worth of beer tokens for CAMRA members (£3 worth for non-members),
obtainable in advance from www.nwwiltscamra.org.uk or usually on the
door. Contact: Dave Kibble, 07976 732934. (Dave is willing to organise
group purchase of tickets, if he receives money with request.)

l Sat 5 May – South Gloucestershire Mild Trail by coach

The trail leader is Richard Lobb (07745 598623), assisted by Steve
Matthews. Bookings for the coach will be taken at branch meetings,
or email camrasocials@gmail.com. The coach will depart from the
Cornubia in Bristol at 11.40, and Snuffy Jacks in Fishponds at 12.00.
Visiting the Cross Hands, Winterbourne Down and Rising Sun, Frampton
Cotterell, before lunch (2-3pm) at the New Inn, Mayshill – then
Horseshoe, Chipping Sodbury, Beaufort Arms, Hawkesbury Upton, Old
Spot, Dursley, and finally the Anchor, Thornbury. Back to Bristol via
Gloucester Road for around 7.30pm.

And finally
The Bristol & District CAMRA branch has set up a social media facility
where sightings of rare ales can be posted – go to Facebook and sign
up to the CAMRA Bristol Chat group to enable you to join in and share
information. Also, if you have some specific news that you want to share
with the branch you can send it to news@camrabristol.org.uk or email
badrag@camrabristol.org.uk.

Pete bridle, Laurie Gibney, Graham Watson, Mal Fuller
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News from the CAMRA Bath & Borders branch

Packhorse at Southstoke reopening

New landlady at
Tucker’s Grave

After a long and ultimately successful campaign to save this pub
through a community buy-out, and following a thorough recent
refurbishment of the premises, the Packhorse is set to reopen on

T

he great news from our part of the world is that
there has been a seamless change in the ownership
and management of Tucker’s Grave. After 34 years
of running Tucker’s Grave, the legendary Glenda Swift has
retired. The new landlady Sue Gait, a farmer’s daughter, took
over the pub on Tuesday 12th December.
Tucker’s Grave is situated at a crossroads on the A366 Wells
Road between Faulkland and Norton St Philip, and has been
a pub for at least 200 years. The evocative name comes from Edwin
Tucker, a farm worker, who committed suicide in a nearby barn in
1747, and is buried at the crossroads. The pub is utterly unique and
one of the most unspoilt and precious pubs in the country. As well as
being Grade II listed, it is a true star of CAMRA’s National Inventory of
Historic Pub Interiors – the pioneering, and alarmingly small, collection
of heritage pubs that have had little change since World War II (260
nationwide). It is one of only eight remaining pubs across the country
that does not have a cider and bar counter, with the cider and beer
being served directly from casks in the main bar room.

Steve Hunt
& Tom Chapman

Sue Gait says, ‘For those of you who may fear that the pub will turn
into a gastropub or wine bar, fear not. Nothing will change apart from
some new chairs in the Rose Room and a new lick of paint.’
Butcombe remains the ale on offer with Thatcher’s Cheddar Valley and
Rich’s Farmhouse Cider the two regular ciders, with two further guest
ciders. Sue plans to introduce a simple menu and has put on events
including the first Tucker’s Grave wassailing ceremony on January 27th
as well as music events. Greater use of the camp site is also planned
and the skittles scene at the pub is thriving.
Sue is doing a great job of promoting the pub and has brought a new
energy that hopefully will see it thrive for many years to come. Visit
the new website to keep up to date with news and events (www.
tuckersgraveinn.co.uk) and better still make sure you pay a visit to this
truly unique historic cider house.

This large pub around a mile off the A36 near the Somerset /
Wiltshire border has a new owner and landlord. Mark Hey of
the Sheppey Inn at Lower Godney (on the Somerset Levels near
Glastonbury) took over Full Moon in December.

Planning application in Dilton
Marsh
At the Prince of Wales, the village’s last surviving pub, a planning
application has been submitted to build a house in the pub’s car
park, with the result that the car parking area would be reduced to
just six places at most.
This, if approved, could have a significant effect on trade at the
pub, which depends a great deal on visiting skittles and crib teams,
live music and open mic nights and many customers who in general
come by car for Sunday lunches, quiz nights and such like, whilst
any additional on-street parking has the potential to be dangerous
as the pub is situated near to a blind bend, which is often taken at
speed. There would also be the blocking of the view affecting the
large terrace of flats behind the car park and the overshadowing of
two adjacent bungalows.
There have been over 20 objections, mostly from local residents,
whilst the parish council has also put in its own objection. At the
time of writing we are waiting for a decision on this application.
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Bath pub and
brewery news

Juno Bar and Kitchen

The landlord of the Richmond Arms, one of only a handful of
pubs in the northern outskirts of the city, left the pub in early
January. We understand that the owner is now seeking a new
tenant. The pub came under threat of closure around four or five
years ago and a local campaign was put in place to save it. It was
registered as an Asset of Community Value (ACV), although in the
end a new landlord did take over, so a community buy-out proved
unnecessary. Worryingly the ACV registration reaches its five-year
anniversary this summer and will then expire.

Opened in August 2016, the Juno Bar and Kitchen is a completely
independent business tucked away at the north east corner of Bath’s
Southgate shopping centre in Philip Street. The owner, Andy Mills, has
a background in action sports, including snowboarding and mountain
biking, which is reflected in the décor based on snowboard decks and
bike parts. There is also plenty of cutting-edge modern art on show
including limited edition prints sourced from around the world. Andy
has experience working at the Old Spot Inn in Dursley and is keen to
promote quality beer and cider.

The Electric Bear brewhouse has been closed for refurbishment. By
the time of publication it should have reopened. I also understand
there is to be a second collaboration between Ralph’s Ruin and
Kettlesmith. The first was in the autumn.

Steve Hunt & Tom Chapman

New landlord at Full Moon, Rudge

Sunday 18th March. The
campaign ultimately raised
over a million pounds from 430
shareholders to
purchase and
refurbish the pub
– a truly incredible
achievement for
a community
group.
Congratulations
to all involved for
all their hard work
and commitment.
We all look
forward to seeing
this much loved
village pub up and
running again.

Further news from the Frome,
Westbury and Trowbridge area
We understand that a new micropub is on the cards in Frome. The
premises licence has been granted and we are expecting the new pub
to open in March. Watch this space. The freehold of the Royal Oak, a
Wadworth’s pub on the western edge of Frome, is on the market. The pub
remains open. Hopefully it will not meet the same fate of the nearby Ring
o’Bells, which has been closed for a number of years and is currently for
sale through agents Simon Heal, or, nearer to the town centre, the equally
long closed Packhorse, which is in the process of being redeveloped. The
Bell at Rode remains closed. This large roadside inn situated on the A361
around mid-way between Frome and Trowbridge is being advertised to let
with Fleurets for £43,000 pa. Its future remains uncertain but it does not
appear to be under imminent threat of permanent closure.
In Trowbridge we have learned of the permanent closure of the
Carpenter’s Arms in Roundstone Street, just off the town centre. The pub
had been closed for a number of years. Planning permission was granted
in September for it to be converted into eight single-bedroom flats with
cycle parking and a bin storage area. There had been few objections to the
loss of the pub. Meanwhile the John Bull, a 1960s estate pub on Westfield
Road on the western edge of Trowbridge, is also now permanently closed.
A planning application has been agreed that will see it converted to a retail
unit with a flat above, along and the erection of five dwellings within the
footprint of the property. There were a few objections but these seemed to
be about the nuisance from parking, traffic, noise and whether that area of
town needed another retail outlet in the first place. None of the objections
lamented the loss of a local pub. The planning application for this former
Wadworth’s pub was made in May and it seems to have taken rather
longer than normally would be the case to reach a decision.

Steve Hunt

The Hobgoblin, which had been closed since August for
refurbishment, reopened in December under new ownership
and management. Renamed the Black Fox, the pub has been
smartened up, although in terms of layout and general look, it
remains fairly similar to its Hobgoblin days. The pub is planning
to offer accommodation and provide food. Refurbishment of the
upstairs rooms and kitchen is ongoing. “Located in the heart of
Bath,” announces the pub’s website, “an 18th century in with 21st
century luxuries.” All the rooms will feature “Nespresso coffee
machines with locally roasted coffee and tea, luxury Egyptian bed
linen, Marshall wireless speakers and widescreen televisions.” So
it looks like the Black Fox is ultimately to become a boutique hotel
and gastropub.
At the Griffin Inn in Monmouth Street there was a brewery tap
takeover on Wednesday 7th February by Milk Street Brewery where
customers would have had the opportunity of meeting head brewer
Rik Lyall. Gascoyne Place has had a name change and seems, at
least in part, to have been converted into a tapas bar called Olé.
It looks like the Tramshed, a trendy industrial-style bar in Beehive
Yard, off Walcot Street, has permanently closed. We understand
that the premises will shortly reopen as a kitchen showroom.
It was reported in the last issue of Pints West that Ralph’s Ruin
brewery at the Royal Oak in Twerton was planning a dark beer
test. This was ‘Test Brew number 8’ and has gone immediately
into regular production. It is now named ‘Dark Side of the Ralph’
and has an ABV of 5%. The brewery is about to produce another
collaboration beer with Kettlesmith.

Steve Hunt

Juno has a relatively small footprint so as well as the main bar
downstairs there is a second floor room with additional seating and a
pool table. The size of the bar means that there is no room for a cellar
so only keg, bottled and canned beer is available. Bottled and canned
beers include offerings from local breweries Electric Bear and Bath
Ales. Tap takeovers have included the Cocksure Brewing Company
(Oldbury-on-Severn) and Sadler’s Brewing Company (gluten-free beer
from Stourbridge). A beer, cider and food festival is planned for June
or July this year and more tap takeovers are planned – there was one
scheduled for Boss Brewing (Swansea) at the end of February.
A key attraction of the Juno Bar and Kitchen is food with an extensive
menu of pizzas, toasted sandwiches and burgers all cooked on site
and the coffee is of excellent quality. Weekly events feature open mic
evenings on Tuesdays and a Thursday quiz. The bar appeals to all age
groups judging by the clientele and exudes a relaxed atmosphere with
the Southgate shopping facilities on its doorstep. Opening times are
11am to 11 pm every day. Finally, where does the name Juno come
from? Juno was the Roman goddess associated with the protection of
women and children so there is a slight nod to the Roman history of
Bath.

Martin Ansell
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News from the CAMRA Bath & Borders branch

The Stumble Inn,
Bradford on Avon’s micropub

The Raven

T

this pub sells
two beers
produced exclusively for
them by Blindman’s. These
are Raven, a 4.7% dark ale
and Raven Gold, a 4.0%
golden beer. Both very
pleasant and selling in
sufficiently large quantities
to warrant having them on
the bar for over 10 years.

he Raven is a pub in Bath. According to
their flyer the name ’Raven’ has been
sporadically associated with inns and
taverns in the city since the 18th century. There
was even a Fox and Raven in Quiet Street, and
the 21st century Raven pub is located on the
junction of Quiet Street and Queen Street. The
reason for this article is because I wish to Raveon (apologies for that) about the beer festivals
held by this establishment. But first a little
more background.
For those that do not know me, I am partial
to a little beer ‘collecting’. Bath is a lot smaller
than Bristol and ‘collecting’ opportunities are commensurate. But
the city had been my place of employment for some 30 years when,
during 2004, I was dismayed to find that a favourite haunt known as
Hatchetts was to change hands and be done up. Indeed, the famous
old pub frequented by bikers and Goths had been purchased by Rod
Humphries and Jill Forsey and a massive change of character took
place with Tim Perry organising matters relating to wet sales. Given
that the old Hatchetts sign featured a raven, and the historical context
of the name, Raven seemed to be an obvious choice of name for the
new venture.

And so to the crux of the
matter. The next Raven
festival starts on 30th March – yes, that is Good Friday. They generally
avoid Easter, but thought that since it is early this year it may work
well. The theme this time is ‘coastal’. There will be about 60 ales either
from breweries on the coast or with sea-related names. The pub has
six hand pulls for beer downstairs (plus one for cider) and the same
upstairs. Normally these are linked so that the selection is the same on
both floors. During the beer festival the lines are split so that there are
12 real ales on offer. The last festival was superb for a beer ‘collector’
and if any of our BADRAG colleagues had managed to make the trip
they would have found much of interest.

My disappointment was not to last long. At my first visit I did think
that the atmosphere was a little fresh – a term that I am using
euphemistically. However the place has quickly grown into itself. And
beer? Well the pub has always been keen to promote sales of real ale
and real cider and espouses the principles that we value so much as
CAMRA members. This has been recognised a number of times during
the pub’s short life having been voted best watering hole in Bath by
Bath Life magazine during 2008 and voted best pub/best city pub
three times (2006, 2010 and 2013) by the Bath and Borders branch of
CAMRA. They have been in the Good Beer Guide for approximately 12
years.

Of further interest, the dates June 9th and 10th are worth putting in
the diary as the pub will be closing Queen Street to have an outside
bar. They are planning to have some guest brewers and certainly a
guest cider maker.

The Stumble Inn is a free house and George and Sue have been
able to obtain a wide variety of brews. Since opening they have
served more than forty ales from two dozen or so breweries,
including Stonehenge, Bristol Beer Factory, Slaters, Twisted,
Cotleigh, Flying Monk, Abbey Ales, Wickwar, Brotherhood and
Otter. They also usually have an ale from Bradford on Avon’s
own Kettlesmith Brewery.
At any one time the micropub has four real ales available, two
hand-pull and two gravity-fed. There are also always a couple
of keg ales available. A variety of wines and spirits are also on
offer, whilst a real cider is also available; when I visited a local
Iford cider was being served. There is no cooked food on offer
but nuts, crisps and pickled eggs are available. George and Sue
are aiming to start and in-house cribbage league this year and
are prepared to consider other pub games if there is sufficient interest.

drinkable. In the planning is another special which will be available at
their next event.

Kettlesmith had a tap takeover here on Sunday 28th January. The
attendance was good at this session, and this event will be repeated as
a result. The Kettlesmith folk had a good range on offer including their
Faultline and Ridgeline cask ale. Kettlesmith also offered their Plotline
and Fogline keg beers and a supply of bottles to take away. Kettlesmith
also brewed a special Small IPA for January and at 2.8% it was very

The occasions that I’ve visited the pub I have found it to be warm and
welcoming with plenty of buzz. The beers have always been good and
well kept and it’s great to see a bit of variety available. I’m sure that
George and Sue’s little pub will go from strength to strength in the
coming year and beyond, and we wish them well.

Last year the Raven raised about £2,500 for charity. Charitable
contributions will continue this year with First Steps Bath, a children’s
charity, and Bath MIND being the recipients. For those that like to use
the internet the Raven has a website and the pub is now represented
on the Untappd website/app.

Twisted Brewing

The George, Codford

News from the west of the area

Around late November the brewery ran some tests on bottled beer,
using the German Krausening technique to develop the conditioning
within the bottle. Within a couple of weeks they had their core range
available in 500ml bottles. The brewery is hoping to get its whole range
in bottled versions by around March.

R

The pub is now part of the Four County Inns estate, which includes the
Royal Oak in Twerton, Bath, the Prince of Wales in Dilton Marsh, and
the Organ Inn, Warminster.
The open-plan bar area has a pool table at one end and seating around
a log burner at the other. The separate restaurant also has a log burner
and is very cosy. There are two real ales on offer from local breweries,
which so far have included Stonehenge, Plain Ales and Moles (which
now belongs to Wickwar), along with lager and cider and a good range
of wines and spirits. The pub plans to serve food in the near future,
perhaps by the time you read this. Customers may be advised to check
in advance if planning to dine at the pub. There is some parking at the
front of the building but the only access appears to be up steps to the
front door for the moment.
The landlord and landlady seem very pleasant and are trying hard. It
is good to see villagers slowly starting to return and hopefully we can
retain a village pub for the foreseeable future.

Nicky Cornock
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Phill the Pint

Actually this is some old news that has just come our way. The Court
Hotel, on the B3139 between Emborough and Chilcompton just to
the north of Wells, has closed and been completely redeveloped for
housing. The main building was on the market for £795,000 at the
end of 2017. Most of the outbuildings have been revamped as barn
conversions. We are not certain when the Court Hotel closed. It would
probably have been towards the end of 2015. The planning application
was approved in January 2015 and by late 2016 conversion work was
well underway.

A hopefully temporary closure
The Fox & Hounds at Farleigh Wick, on the main road mid-way
between Bradford-on-Avon and Bath, has temporarily closed whilst
a new tenant is being sought to take over the running of the pub. A
retail partnership tenancy of the Grade II-listed pub is being offered by
the London based Ei Group as a five-year lease with free-of-tie option
for an up-front investment of £13,000 and annual rent of £34,000.
The building dates back to the 18th century although a pub has stood
on the spot since the 16th century. With its attractive location and
large car park the Fox & Hounds has been a popular pub, especially
with diners, in recent years. Hopefully it will reopen soon. Nearby, the
King’s Arms at Monkton Farleigh, where up to around a year ago locals
were running the pub on a part-time basis, remains closed.

Steve Hunt

Sue and George Revill at the Stumble Inn

Opening times are Tuesday and Wednesday from 7pm, Thursday from
6pm, Friday from 5pm, and Saturday from midday. They close at 11pm.

From the outset I thought that the ale on offer was always good quality
but, for a ‘collector’, rather safe in its selection and variety. These days
though I am having to refine my views as they are now getting through
around 400 guest beers during a year. For those that do not know,

eopened at the beginning of December 2017 after being closed
for five years, the George in Codford, just off the A36 south of
Warminster, has undergone a lot of work in that time. It is still a
‘work in progress’ in places, but the bar area and restaurant have been
refurbished very nicely.
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For those that need a little food to mop up the beer the pub is still
doing the famous Pieminister pies. Pieminister even make a version
especially for the Raven featuring their Raven ale, and as I write the
Raven is soon to start serving vegan pies. They are looking into getting
a plentiful supply of vegan (unfined) beers as well.

T

he Stumble Inn is a new micropub in Bradford on Avon.
It was opened in October 2017, by Sue and George Revill,
with the emphasis being placed on good beer and a cosy
atmosphere free from the background noise of television or
music, where everyone can enjoy a nice chat and a drink. Bath
and Borders CAMRA had a social at the Stumble in December
and a most agreeable evening was enjoyed by all.

Peter Vandor

Crafty Santa was this Westbury brewery’s Christmas beer. This 4.2%
red ale was built on a solid base of crystal malts to provide some
sweetness and a lovely red hue and prides itself on not having any
gimmicky spices or turkey in its recipe.

More recently seasonal beer Urban Legend (4.3%), a golden beer
made with Citra hops, has come back into production, along with Fly
Half (4.6%), a ruby ale to accompany the Six Nations. Fly Half is built
on a base of crystal malts to provide some sweetness and a red hue
and is seasoned with five European hops.

Steve Hunt

Brotherhood Brewery
The Brotherhood Brewery – set up in 2016 by three brothers, Joe,
Tom and David Lewis, on the Northacre Industrial Park on the edge of
Westbury – has two new beers are in the pipeline: a Mango Pale Ale
(3.9%) and GIPA, a grapefruit pale ale (4.2%). They are also brewing a
lager which is available in 30-litre kegs.
The brewery is now SIBA FSQ Beerflex registered, so is now able to
sell to Greene King, Enterprise, etc. Meanwhile they are running a
community investment programme, sponsoring grass roots football
and rugby teams, including Sporting Box FC and Old Bedians RUFC.

Steve Hunt
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New Bristol Brewery

Left Handed Giant
B

S

ome you may be reading this at or after the Bristol Beer Festival
where on the stillage you will have found New Bristol Brewery’s
Supernatural Double IPA (7.5%). The tasting notes describe it
as ‘a robust double IPA (DIPA) with complex malt flavours from double
the amount of malt matched well with the tropical and fruit flavours
from double the amount of Citra and Amarillo hops added late in the
boil and dry hopped.’ If you enjoyed it and are looking for something
tamer to sample on a more regular basis then look out for a ‘session
version’ out now called Subnatural which weighs in at 4.8%.

y the time you are reading this edition of Pints West, Left
Handed Giant (LHG) should have gone live with their
crowdfunding campaign to raise the funds required to take
their business to the next level. Launched three years ago by Bruce
Gray, Jack Granger and Richard Poole, originally as a cuckoo brewery,
they installed a 15-barrel brewkit last year at their warehouse in the
St Philip’s area of Bristol, which went operational in September. Only
three months later, in December, they announced ambitious expansion
plans for growth, which include a 15-barrel brewpub in the heart of
Bristol.

They have had an offer accepted on premises at the Finzels Reach
mixed-use development in the city centre, which overlooks the floating
harbour. This former industrial site which housed sugar refiners and
brewers, including the old Courage brewery, now blends historic
buildings with contemporary architecture to house office, residential
and leisure facilities. LHG plan to install a 15-barrel brewhouse on
the ground floor of the building, which will include tanks from which
to pour beer directly from the brewery into the glasses of customers.
Above the brewpub on the first floor will be a table-service restaurant
provided by a local food operator, who will also provide a food offering
for patrons of the main bar area. There will also be an events space on
the second floor.
The plan is for the production of clean beers to be transferred to the
brewpub and to develop the existing brewery/storage facility in St
Philip’s into a barrel store and sour beer production facility, embracing
mixed fermentation techniques, with the aim being to create beers
that have a real tie into the local ecology and microflora. The tap
room will become a mecca for sour, mixed fermentation and barrelaged beers, where the fruits of their labours can be tasted direct
from source. Further development of the warehouse in St Philip’s

will provide for a cold store and packaging facility for the clean beers
produced at the brewpub.
Full details of the crowdfunding project, including a breakdown of the
projected costings, can be found on the LHG website. If all goes well,
the brewpub should be up and running by the end of the year. Good
luck guys!
Back to the here and now, most of the LHG output is being released
in kegs and 440ml cans, with the latter featuring stunning artwork
from their in-house artist, James Yeo. However, a Pomegranate Saison
brewed with Heretic from the USA and barrel-aged for almost a year, is
about to be released in 750ml bottles.
Other news from LHG is that the tap room, which has only been open
on the first Friday of each month during the winter for beer launches,
will officially reopen in the spring (details to be confirmed). Look
out for the first East Bristol Brewery Trail of 2018, featuring Arbor,
Dawkins, Good Chemistry and Moor together with LHG, during the
bank holiday weekend at the beginning of May.

Dave Graham

Real Ale Train on the Somerset and Dorset Railway

O

n Saturday 17th March 2018 the Somerset and Dorset Railway
at Midsomer Norton will be running Real Ale Trains (RATS).
Not only will they be steam hauled, by visiting Jinty 0-6-0
tank 47406, but they will also travel over the newly opened extension
towards Chilcompton.
There will be two sessions the first will start at midday with the first
train departing at 1pm. There will be frequent runs up and down the
line with the bar closing at 4pm. This will allow passengers to see the
line in daylight while enjoying excellent ales and company. The early
finish also allows visitors to make use of public transport in the locality.
The second session commences at 6pm with the first train at 7pm,
with frequent trips up and down the line before the bar closes at 10pm.
This evening session will allow passengers to experience views of the
countryside and its resident wildlife as the evening transforms into
night. It will also be a rare chance to experience the recently restored
signal and station lighting which will add to an evening of nostalgic and
atmospheric railway travel.
There will be adequate time between trains to stretch your legs on
the platform and use the station facilities. The buffet will be open
throughout the day, providing a range of snacks and hot and cold
soft drinks. Beer will be served on the train, with a selection of local
breweries such as Box Steam, Bristol Beer Factory, Brotherhood,
Kettlesmith and Milk Street, with at least two breweries featuring each
time. Public transport is available via the
172 Bath to Wells bus and the 424 Frome to
Midsomer Norton bus which gives access to
and from these towns before and after the
event.
In 2017 the railway ran two highly successful
‘RATS’. Passengers’ commenting on
Facebook included: ‘A well organised event,
hope there’s many more to come – it was
great to see the enthusiasm of the volunteers
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who put on a great evening’ and ‘Great beer and good food and great
company.’
Jinty No 47406, original LMS number 16489 was built by the Vulcan
Foundry, Newton-le Willows in 1926 at a cost of £3,330 and spent all
of its working life in North West England until withdrawn at the end
of steam in 1967. It then went to Barry Scrapyard from where it was
removed in the early 1970s, and after extensive restoration it returned
to running condition in January 2010 on the Great Central Railway
at Loughborough. Jinty tanks were a common site on the S & D
throughout its history.
Over 18s only. See advert here and visit website www.sdjr.co.uk for
more details. Numbers are limited so make sure you don’t miss out.

There was been a recent brewing collaboration with Bath-based
Electric Bear which resulted in a Belgian IPA (Belgian due to the use
of the Belgian ale yeast BE-256) named Barbearilla. It was officially
launched during an NBB/Electric Bear tap takeover at the Hillgrove
Porter Stores at the beginning of March. In the near future there will be
another collaboration, this time with Boss Brewing Company, with the
aim of producing a ‘Super Best Bitter’. In the mean time NBB’s New
Zealand-style pale ale Citrus Hill (5.0%) with its Motueka and Wakatu
hops is proving popular and still doing the rounds.
Sales are going well. They had their best ever couple of months at the
beginning of the year and are now busy brewing to keep the supply
of beer flowing. Another salesperson, Kyle Wong, has been taken on
to keep the momentum going with their four chosen distributors now
covering the whole of the UK. The brewery school, located within
the same premises as the brewery, continues to do well too, with
classes selling out over the Christmas period and extras being added
including one-day courses on ‘Designing Great Beers’ and ‘Starting a
Microbrewery’.

NBB assistant brewer Robin Eggles getting stuck in
Upon approaching the premises, first impressions are much smarter
and more business like now. Gone is the street art and graffiti, replaced
by subtle grey tones and bold ‘New Bristol Brewery’ signage. Inside,
the fully licensed brewery tap bar accommodates three handpulls for
cask ales and six keg fonts, acting as a ‘repository’ for the occasional
brews. It is getting good usage as an event space, sometimes as
a private hire venue but increasingly on an open-to-all basis, as
advertised on Twitter and Facebook. Recently there were a couple of
concerts and the showing the Six Nations Rugby matches, all of which
proved popular and reached the full capacity of 150 people. Further
events will follow.

Michael Bertagne

Thornbridge Craft Beer Residency

A

number of pubs in Bristol – and over 100 pubs nationwide –
have been hosting a ‘Craft Beer Residency’ in partnership with
the award-winning Thornbridge Brewery, perhaps best known
to many for Jaipur, the exceptional 5.9% IPA. This is not exactly a
brewery ‘tap take-over’ as is often seen in some pubs nowadays, but
for a period of about two months (ending some time after the middle
of March), an extensive and changing range of cask, keg and bottled
Thornbridge beers are appearing on the bar (and in the fridge) of the
participating pubs.
The Craft Beer Residency is exclusive to the Castle brand of Mitchells
& Butlers pubs. Locally these include the Mall and the Clifton, both
in Clifton Village, and the Bristol Flyer on the Gloucester Road,
Bishopston.

Will George
Thornbridge head brewer Rob Lovatt talking at the Craft Beer
Residency launch event at the Mall in Clifton (picture by Jon Craig)
The residency was launched in Bristol with a food-and-beer-pairing
event at the Mall in January. Thornbridge head brewer Rob Lovatt
(pictured) was the special guest there to talk about the brewery, its
history and his role in it, and to describe each of the beers chosen to
accompany each food course.
The residency has also included a number of meet-the-brewer events
throughout February, including one locally at the Bristol Flyer, where
people where invited to “join us for complimentary beer tasters and
nibbles as you find out more about Thornbridge’s fascinating history
and how they brew such wonderfully delicious craft beers.”
There are too many beers featuring in the residency to name them all,
but the cask ones include Peverel, a 4.5% single-hopped session IPA;
Crackendale, a 5.2% citra pale; Lord Marples, a 4% classic bitter; Brock,
a 4.1% creamy stout; and Wild Holly, a 4.8% warming winter ale.
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Frampton Cotterell by bus
Leave Des at home!

I

t is easy to assume that to get some of our excellent real ale friendly
pubs in the suburbs or rural areas you require someone to make
the sacrifice of being ‘Des’ or designated driver. That is not always
the case though, as with a little research and planning it is possible to
come up with a more than decent pub crawl using local buses. I will
offer you the example below which revolves around the Frampton
Cotterell area just north west of Bristol.
Depending on whether you are looking for an evening out or an all-day
bender, you can fit in between four and eight good beer pubs. The
example which a couple of us did recently is for an evening out starting
around 6pm.
The First bus routes involved are numbers 46 and 47, both of which
start at the main Bristol bus station.
The 46 service goes to Yate via the M32, Stapleton, Hambrook,
Winterbourne and Frampton Cotterell. There is also an X46 service
that omits parts of Frampton but goes via Iron Acton and only runs
daytimes until about 18.00 Monday to Saturday. The combined service
runs half hourly until the X46 drops off and the 46 continues hourly
until the last departs Yate around 22.15 (19.00 Sundays). So if you wish
to include the Lamb at Iron Acton (four changing local beers and good
food including great buy-one-get-one-free offers at lunchtime and
early evening) you would need to plan an all-day or late afternoon start
and use the X46.
The 47 bus goes via the M32, Eastville, Fishponds and Downend to
Coalpit Heath, Yate and Chipping Sodbury. It runs half hourly until
about 18.30 then hourly until the last one back around 22.35 from
Chipping Sodbury. If you fancy an extended day out to include the
many pubs of Chipping Sodbury (the Horseshoe and George have
good beer offerings) be aware that the 47 takes a very long convoluted
route from Yate to Sodbury and we proved to ourselves once that
it was quicker to get off at Tesco’s Yate and walk! There is an X47
faster service during peak
commuter hours which
bypasses Fishponds and
Downend.
The best bit is that the two
bus routes converge after
Coalpit Heath and share a
stop directly outside of the
New Inn at Mayshill on the
main road – a long-time
Good Beer Guide entry
and popular food pub.
This is what makes a crawl
possible.

The Horseshoe, Chipping Sodbury

The George, Chipping Sodbury
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The ticket required is a
Bristol Outer Zone First Day
ticket at £6 which you can
buy on your first journey
of the day on any First bus.
Depending on where you
live then you can tailor
your itinerary accordingly.
The 46 passes the Masons
Arms at Stapleton and the
47 stops near Snuffy Jacks
micropub (open from 5 to
9.45pm Monday to Friday
and all day Saturday),
and the Cross Hands at
Fishponds plus the Duck
and Willow in Downend.
Any of these can make a
good meeting point.

Expanding
in the Croft
C

roft Ales may only have been with us for a few brief months, but
they have already outgrown their original four-barrel plant and
have recently doubled their brewing capacity.

The Rising Sun, Frampton Cotterell
We took a 47 to the New Inn at Mayshill (I joined in Downend) for a
swift pint from the three ever-changing guest beers. Time was tight
that night so we only stayed 25 minutes and caught a 46 back towards
Frampton Cotterell. It would be perfectly feasible to plan a longer
stop to eat at the New Inn but you are advised to book. The 46 stops
right outside both the Live and Let Live on Clyde Road and the Globe
on Church Road at Frampton Cotterell. We had time for two pubs so
we got off at
the former but
did not stay for
a beer (two or
three beers often
from the Bath
Ales portfolio).
Instead we
walked about
400 yards via
Clyde Road and
Goose Green to
the Rising Sun in
The Live and Let Live, Frampton Cotterell
Ryecroft Road.
This is the longest continuous entry in the Good Beer Guide in our area
and the brewery tap for the nearby GWB brewery. They usually serve
four or five of their
beers plus one or
two guests. Food
is also available
but beer is king
here.
After slaking our
thirst we turned
left out of the
pub and left again
onto Church Road
for the five or six
minute walk to
the Globe. This
The Globe, Frampton Cotterell
popular busy pub
serves good food and has a massive beer garden in fair weather. There
are usually five or six beers on including some unusual guests. From
there we simply had to cross the road to catch the 47 back towards
Bristol. By using the M32 bus lane the bus is unusually swift later in the
evenings.
So, next time you fancy a change of pub scenery, you could do worse
than give this area a try.

Vince Murray

The Stokes Croft brewery took delivery of a late Christmas present
in January when their shiny new brewing kit arrived. However, it
wasn’t quite as new as it seemed. In a clever piece of upcycling, Croft
commissioned long-established engineering firm Hammonds, based
just down the road at the bottom of the M32, to double the size of
their existing brewing vessels, resulting in a locally built mash tun,
kettle and hot liquor tank at a fraction of the cost of buying new.
So what to do with a newly expanded eight-barrel brewery? After a
short hiatus while the new kit was being installed, brewing at Croft
resumed early in February. Brewer Riccardo Petrini – Pedro to his
friends, a group I’d like to think extends to Pints West readers, so
that’s what we’ll call him – is certainly not short of ideas, but for the
time being the focus remains on the core range. This comprises Beast
(4.2%), Westide (4.5%), Backjump (4.5%), Deep Red (5.5%) and
Uproar (5.6%). Augmenting the range at the moment is the excellent,
bittersweet stout Black Book (5.2%).
The full range is available on a rotating basis, mostly in keg but
sometimes in cask too, at Croft’s increasingly cosy new tap room at the
brewery in Upper York Street, which is open on Friday evenings and
Saturdays. The ribbon was figuratively cut at a recent twilight-themed
event, with the last cask of popular but short-lived American IPA Dusk
till Dawn (7%) going on sale accompanied by the sounds of swamp
blues slide-guitar duo Dusk Brothers entertaining a packed house.
Pedro’s partner Matilde Mingarini – pictured alongside the gleaming
‘new’ brewery – is fronting the tap operation as well as fulfilling beer
orders from across the country, with beer festivals in Exeter, London
and Stevenage all requesting casks of Croft’s ales. Closer to home,

THE NEW INN
MAYSHILL

Croft on cask has also gone down well at the White Rabbit (formerly
the Richmond Spring) in Clifton, the Bag of Nails in Hotwells and the
Beer Emporium in King Street, central Bristol. And there’s always a
Croft cask on sale at the Hare on the Hill in Kingsdown, where you
can frequently find Pedro dispensing his ales, listening to customer
feedback and mulling over ideas for new beers. After all, that shiny
new kit needs to be put to good use.

Marty Cummins

Wickwar bans plastic
straws from its pubs

F

ollowing the frequent news on how plastic is devastating our
oceans, Wickwar Wessex Pub Company say they were driven to
make their first New Year’s resolution “a commitment to help
preserve the environment, by completely abolishing plastic straws.”
Any straws in their pubs – which will no longer be offered with every
drink at the bar, but will still be available should a customer request
one – will now be new biodegradable straws (supplied by Vegware, a
manufacturing company revolutionising the compostable packaging
industry) made using vegetable extract. These innovative straws
should degrade in a matter of weeks.
Darren Earl, Wickwar’s head of operations, said, “These changes mean
we will remove almost half a million plastic straws used annually
across our business. This move demonstrates our commitment in
helping to preserve our environment, by reducing the amount of nonrecyclable plastic waste that we produce.”

SP

Badminton Road, Mayshill,
Nr Frampton Cotterell, Bristol.
BS36 2NT
01454 773161
dallyinns@aol.com
Great Home Cooking
7 Days A Week
Real Ales & Cider

CAMRA
Members
discount every day.
Please show your
membership
card
before ordering.
The New Inn, Mayshill
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Shine on St Werburghs and Montpelier

S

o the idea of these regular jaunts around our branch is to find an
area or theme that gives us just the right number of pubs to fill a
double-page spread with a little room for pictures. That’s all very
well for areas like Clifton or the Centre, or Keynsham. They have plenty
of pubs, and can fill two pages without breaking a sweat. But what
about those poor areas of Bristol that only have a few pubs? Is it fair
they get left out? Discarded like the runt of the litter at feeding time? Is
that the sort of society you want to live in?
I thought not! So, let’s right a couple of wrongs right here!
St Werburghs only has four pubs, and Montpelier has three. Does that
mean these fine communities in the heart of Bristol should be ignored?
Not on my watch!

St Werburghs
The Miner’s Arms

136 Mina Road, St Werburghs, Bristol BS2 9YQ

The beers when I visited were Doom Bar and Atlantic, both from the
Sharp’s Brewery, plus Stan’s Traditional cider, which I enjoyed while
watching 80s videos on the Vintage TV channel on the telly.

of twinkly lights to give a real warm and friendly feel. Music is very
important here, with an eclectic mix on offer throughout the week and
DJs at weekends. There is also an extensive rear garden for when the
weather warms up, and a warming fireplace until it does. There are
three changing guest ales on offer which, on my visit, were Bristol Beer
Factory Fortitude, UBU Purity and Arbor Blue Sky Drinking.

Finally in St Werburghs there is ...

The Beaufort

The Duke Of York

21 York Road, Montpelier, Bristol BS6 5QB

2 Jubilee Road, St Werburghs, BS2 9RS

Located on the junction between Mina Road and Penfield Road, this
is a bustling street-corner local. I can vouch for the fact that if you
approach at around dusk, the lights from the window and the array of
pump clips give a really warm welcoming feel to the place. It’s simply
furnished, though the glass door panels are fabulous. You can expect
to see two ales (at least) from Dawkins, who run this pub under a
Punch lease. The guests change regularly and take the total beers to
six. Weston’s cider is also on offer for the apple-enamoured among
us. Beside the main bar is a smaller quiet bar, and behind that is a pool
room. If privacy is a requirement, there is a function room upstairs.
The excellent bristolslostpubs.eu website lists the Miner’s Arms as
having been in place since as early as 1870. The pub is listed in the 1871
census as the Mina Arms, but the 1876 landlord was a former miner so
that may explain the change of name.
Carry on down Mina Road, and through the underpass that takes you
under the Narroways, then turn right into the magnificent pub that is…

The Farm

Hopetoun Road, St Werburghs, Bristol BS2 9YL
Named for its proximity to the City Farm, this is a proper community
pub too. Hugely family-friendly by day, and vibrant by night. The outer
walls are decorated with fantastically colourful murals, and there is
a big garden with plentiful outdoor seating and delightful converted
pig houses where you can sit and shelter from sudden showers or the
breeze. Dogs are welcome throughout, and when I visited there was
a particularly handsome black Labrador who seemed somehow to
innately sense my pork scratchings habit and watched me expectantly
the whole time I was there.
Inside there is a bar straight ahead of you and an L-shaped drinking
area that curls round the bar to the right. Some comfy leather sofas
are ranged around the real fire, and this is the perfect place to relax
and forget the vicissitudes of modern life. In terms of the beers, there
was Bath Gem, Hop Back Summer Lightning and the Dorset Brewing
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Company’s Jurassic. For those note familiar with this last brew, it is a
real thirst-quencher, crisp and golden with just a touch of sweet raisins.
It’s 4.2% ABV and has a citrusy aroma. A lovely pint. Weston’s Old
Rosie and Orchard Pig Explorer ciders both in boxes behind the bar.
Back out to James Street and you find …

The Victoria

40 James Street, St Werburghs, Bristol BS2 9US
Another street-corner community pub, also Victorian in age as well
as name. Although this originally comprised three rooms (Bar, Smoke
Room and Private Bar) it is now a single bar with a large J-shaped
drinking area. The patterned carpet is in keeping with the historic
building’s ambience, and there is a beer-placing-height shelf all round
the pub for those standing while they drink. There are books etc over
to one side, and the walls are adorned with a patchwork of film adverts
and review, film star photographs and some pictures of football stars.

This is not a pub that you find by accident, but boy is it a find when
you get there! Head down Rosebery Avenue and round to the right to
find another fantastically decorated exterior. Not open at lunchtimes
so best visited in the evening. Inside it is like a magical hidden cave,
with plenty of quiet corners that are variously illuminated with fairy
lights. There’s a load of unusual art work on the walls, along with
other arcana. The floors are wooden and there is a mix of furniture
throughout, but there is no point in my trying too hard to describe
the feeling and atmosphere in the pub, you really have to go and see
for yourself. There are two rooms, plus I believe an upstairs room but
I didn’t check that out on my visit. There are four real ales on offer,
almost exclusively from local breweries. Arbor, Ashley Down, Moor, XT,
Bristol Beer Factory might feature, as well as Wiper & True and, when I
visited, Butcombe Original. In addition, there is at least one changing
cider and a selection of bottle-conditioned ales. One request from the
pub itself: if there is any way you can get to the pub on foot, by bike, or
by public transport, they’d appreciate it. They are very aware of their
responsibility to their neighbours and no one likes to come home and
find there’s nowhere to park.

Yet another Victorian pub. The Beaufort Hunt was under threat of
closure until relatively recently. However, a refurbishment and a good
lick of paint took place in 2016 and this is now back as an eveningsonly back street local. There are two bars – with the L-shaped left
hand one the main focus. There’s a sense of quiet dignity to the place.
Understated but friendly, and livelier on a Friday. In terms of beer
there is Sharp’s Doom Bar on hand pump.
And finally there is ...

The Old England

43 Bath Buildings, Montpelier, Bristol BS6 5PT

Montpelier

Up in Montpelier, there are three pubs…

The Cadbury

68 Richmond Road, Montpelier, Bristol BS6 5EW
Although, for most of its 140+ year history, this has been called the
Cadbury House, it is actually now just The Cadbury. Reached via the
narrow roads of Montpelier (parking is a bit of a lottery), it’s a positive
hillside marvel. There’s a sloped entrance porch and steps, and a
door to the right which opens out to a single bar and a positively
commodious stretch of drinking areas. There’s a combination of comfy
red sofas and simpler wooden chairs, candles on the tables and strings

Unfortunately this place was closed when I was doing my researches.
I will have to check it out another day, but I can say it’s a popular live
music venue.
Duncan Shine
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BRISTOL PUBS GROUP
The Bristol & District CAMRA Pubs Campaigning Group (Bristol Pubs
Group for short) was formed in response to the growing number
of pubs in the Bristol area closing or being drastically altered. The
Group was launched in 2008 with the support of local councillors,
members of the trade and the media.

The Ship at Keynsham had been linked with the Boot, Weymouth
through common ownership but the Ship is now owned by Inn Close
Management Ltd and is much improved in the short time since its
acquisition by them.

Our aims are simple. Bristol Pubs Group will:
Promote the use of community pubs.
Campaign against closure of pubs that
could be viable.
Campaign against insensitive alterations.

The George Inn at Abbots Leigh closed in January after a major
investment and reopening in May 2017 which expected it to thrive well
into the future. We don’t know why it has closed. On a similar theme,
following a full refurbishment in 2015, Wadworth’s Queen’s Arms on
Chew Magna’s Silver Street closed in November. The main-road-sited
Temple Inn at Temple Cloud reopened just before Christmas following
the renovation by Red Oak Taverns of this substantial Grade II-listed
building.

Web: www.camrabristol.org.uk/pubsgroup Email: bristolpubsgroup@yahoogroups.co.uk

Pub News

I

n the last Pints West we reported the imminent reopening of
the Scotchman and His Pack on St Michael’s Hill in Kingsdown
following information given to us by a person at the building itself.
That hasn’t happened and we recall that forecasts of this nature have
been made several times since 2015, so the best thing we can do is just
wait and see. Following an exciting reopening of the Pineapple behind
the City Hall just before Christmas, it was decided that the venture was
best discontinued leading to the closure of the pub in March.
The Surrey Vaults, between Brunswick and Portland Squares in St
Paul’s, closed in November in a dispute about alleged noise coming
from this established live music venue. A problem developed because
of new residents moving into housing adjacent to the pub. Firstly the
Surrey Vaults suffered restrictions on their late-night music licence,
but was soon followed by complete closure of the pub. Because of
cases like this the Night Time Industries Association (NTIA) has called
for developers of building conversions and new-build housing to be
responsible for sound-proofing to ensure noise doesn’t intrude on the
residents. The resultant Agent of Change has been introduced thus
relieving the established live music venue of the inconvenience and
expense to have to make such changes. This, however, is too late for
the Surrey Vaults’ music scene but we are hopeful that it can help the
continuation of live music in our pubs, one of the things that keep
some of them viable (as well as a way of getting smaller start-up acts
important live exposure). We sincerely wish that the Surrey Vaults can
continue trading as a community pub. The Star and Garter in Brook
Road on the border of St Paul’s and Montpelier has closed. After
landlord Dutty Ken died a year ago his family have struggled to run it in
the way that they and their customers enjoyed so much. Few pubs now
remain in St Paul’s, and the freehold of the Duke of Sussex on Sussex
Place was auctioned in January which could mean that the number
could be further affected.

Cross House Inn
build a number of homes on the site with the pub itself converted into
dwellings. Bristol Pubs Group have visited the pub to find the locals
not at all pleased; they will be resisting all proposals to take their pub
away from them. The owner of the Cross House Inn at Doynton has
submitted a planning application for internal and external alterations
to include erection of single-storey extension to provide an enlarged
restaurant area with associated facilities.

Three Crowns (photo by Tim Belsten)
The Russell Arms at Lawrence Hill has planning permission granted
to convert the site into housing. The pub closed back in 2017. The
Three Crowns in St George is for sale. The pub closed last October
and a community group is working hard to save it to get it reopened.
This pub has served its diverse customers very well and its wider
contribution includes being a major venue to Bristol’s pool league. In
Whitehall an application has been lodged to demolish the White Hart
Hotel and erect 14 new dwellings on the site with rear car parking that
would be accessed from Whitehall Road. The Chequers on Lodge Road
in Kingswood was awarded ACV listing as a pub several years ago but
that hasn’t stopped predators attempting to change it into something
else. The latest applicant is Co-operative Group who have applied to
convert it to retail use.

Dutch on Old Market’s West Street closed at the beginning of the year,
just short of its first birthday. However, word has reached us that the
Masons Arms in Old Market should be reopening around the end of
March. The pub will be refurbished, including all new flooring and a
new bar, and reopen with around six beers (cask and keg), eventually
increasing to 10. Local breweries’ beers will be on sale including
offerings from Moor, Croft Ales and Lost & Grounded, plus local ciders.
The long closed Cattle Market Tavern off Temple Way is set for
demolition following approval of a planning application to clear it to
make way for a new development. Bristol Pubs Group had attempted
to alert the city decision makers to its historic and architectural merits
in order for it to be revamped into a heritage asset housing a modern
licensed trading space.
The Coach House in Easton closed in 2013 and has remained dormant
ever since. An application has so far been refused by Bristol City
Council for a change of use into dwellings. A planning application on
the locally-listed Merchant’s Arms in Stapleton has been withdrawn by
the applicant following pressure by local campaigners and Bristol Pubs
Group. The application sought to increase dining facilities and offer
more car parking but locals feared that its identity as a community pub
would be lost as casual visits for a quick pint and a chat, or community
meetings, may not fit with the planned business model. Following a
review on January 12th an Asset of Community Value (ACV) listing was
overturned on technical grounds but a revised application is currently
being prepared by the local Colston Estate Community Association
(CECA). This ex-Greene King Hungry Horse has now been closed for
over a year.
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Golden Bottle
If granted, the application to demolish the Golden Bottle in Lockleaze
would mean that the nearest pub would be the Crafty Cow on Horfield
Common, nearly a mile away. The Adam and Eve in Hotwells closed in
the spring of 2016 and has remained so ever since. Now its freehold is
offered with Fleurets at an asking price of £425,000.
The planning application to demolish the Shant in Kingswood
has been refused by South Gloucestershire Council because the
application did not include enough housing for the site, but we now
understand that the applicant has appealed against the decision.
Though still trading the Carpenter’s Arms at Wick is under temporary
management while the new owner prepares a planning application to

Bristol Pubs Group are
behind the campaign in
Cleeve to save their village
pub and the architectural
significance of the building
itself. Lead campaigner for
saving the Lord Nelson,
Ian Ferguson, issued the
following press release in
January:
“We’re awaiting further
details about the proposals,
but remain resolute – as do
Cleeve Parish Council – that
any planning application
must commit to preserving
at least the main frontage
of the existing building.

‘Celebrating’ the anniversary of the
village of Cleeve losing its only pub,
the Lord Nelson.
(photo courtesy of ML Pix)

“Under national and county planning frameworks, the Lord Nelson is
categorised as a Local Heritage Asset. As such, any proposal to destroy
parts or all of it are only permissible if a replacement development
‘enhances’ the village scene. Clearly, that case cannot be demonstrated
by demolishing one of the most iconic and identifiable historic properties
in the very heart of Cleeve and replacing it with a modern 24-hour petrol
station and supermarket.
Tern Inn (photo by Tim Belsten)
The fight to save the Tern Inn at Chipping Sodbury continues and a
meeting of the Save the Tern Inn Group in January saw 80 attendees
in support of the campaign. The property developer is appealing
against the refusal of planning permission to demolish the pub and
build housing on the site and the adjacent car park. Like the already
mentioned Merchant’s Arms and Three Crowns, this pub is loved by
the locals and they are resolute to take necessary action to have their
voice heard. Positive news from ‘Sodbury high street is that Dave and
Gill have decided to keep ownership of the Good Beer Guide-listed
Horseshoe and rely on the capable hands of their manager to keep it
at the high standard that customers are used to – well done to all at
the Horseshoe.
Thanks to Martin Farrimond we have news on the Cross Hands at
Alveston – a former EI Group pub – which closed last September
and was put up for sale. A planning application to demolish it and
build four houses was lodged with South Gloucestershire Council in
January and the site has been subsequently been put back on the
market – with the presumption that planning permission will be in
place. Very recently, a CAMRA member and resident of Alveston has
emerged to lead a campaign to save the building and hopefully have it
restored and reopened as a pub once again. Following local publicity,
a large number of objections have been raised against the planning
application, and an ACV application has been submitted to South
Gloucestershire Council, which – if accepted – will provide a period of
time to find an alternative buyer and prevent any other developments.
For more details, email savethecrosshandsalveston@gmail.com.
The Lock Keeper on the outskirts of Keynsham is one of five national
pubs short-listed by BBC Countryfile Magazine for the 2018 award of
County Pub of the Year. One of the judges said, “The Lock Keeper has a
superb beer garden, fantastic food, it’s kid-friendly, dog-friendly – and
it’s all in a really, really beautiful setting.” There was no mention of the
beer but I’m sure that is just an oversight! We wish them well.

“Historic England have stressed that the Lord Nelson has clear local
importance, both culturally and architecturally. As a sizeable, wellbuilt property there can be no valid case for its demolition rather than
sympathetic conversion to accommodate a shop, smaller bar-cafe, offices
and such like.
“As a fundamental part of Cleeve’s historical and architectural identity,
any permission by North Somerset councillors to demolish it would be
an unforgiveable relaxation of very clear planning rules. We really hope
North Somerset Council remains firm on insisting a sensible blend of
preserving key heritage alongside the establishment of new business.”
But this was followed by a planning application by owner, Jonathan
Tout of Tout Ltd, for:
“Construction of mixed-use redevelopment, incorporating petrol filling
station with associated retail store, lounge bar/restaurant, hair and
beauty salon and owners’ office accommodation following demolition of
the former Lord Nelson Public House.”
The Twisted Oak brewery of Wrington is opening the Fallen Tree
Micropub in Clevedon’s Hill Road. Named after their own best bitter
and another long-lost Clevedon pub, the new micropub will be selling
a variety of Twisted Oak produce plus ale from other independent
South-West breweries, as well as local cider, wine and specialist gin.
The people behind Just Ales micropub in Wells are launching a brand
new micropub in Frome which could be open in March.
In Weston-super-Mare, Mi Bar is no longer, it has become Sakura
Japanese restaurant. However there is good news for pubs with
‘Bristol’ in their name; following the re-opening of the Bristol House
under a new owner late last year the Bristol Hotel has now reopened
on Locking Road. The other side of the coin is that the Walnut Tree on
Winterstoke Road in WsM has closed but we expect owner Star Bars to
offer the lease.

Mike Jackson
(for the Bristol Pubs Group)
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News from Wiper & True

F

ollowing the long-awaited opening at the end of October of their
tap room and bottle shop at the brewery in the St Werburghs
area of Bristol, Wiper & True have been pleased with the response
so far. It has been open every Saturday from 13.00 to 19.00, with
brewery tours from 13.00 to 14.00 (bookable in advance). In addition
to a range of keg beers on tap and bottle-conditioned beers to take
away, an exclusive feature is the availability of beer to drink straight
from the tank; which is also available to take away in 750ml bottles.
The regular tank beer so far has been Phantasmagoria (6.7% ABV),
a hazy, juicy IPA with bright tropical fruit, floral and herbal qualities.
Space for visitors to the tap room and bottle shop is currently limited,
but there are plans to increase the capacity and extend the opening
hours (details to be confirmed).

Local Listing

F

or over two years now, Bristol Pubs Group (BPG) has been
researching sources to determine historic details of a number of
Bristol’s pubs. This has required visiting public libraries, the Bristol
Archives (previously the Bristol Records Office) in ‘B’ Bond warehouse,
the pubs themselves, the Planning Department and well-recognised
websites. Regular readers will have seen mention in some Pints West
articles of an online council website and map Know Your Place (maps.
bristol.gov.uk/kyp). With its layers of maps from different dates, this
has proved itself a very valuable tool.

As previewed in the last edition of Pints West, a new amber ale Doves
and Ravens (3.8% ABV) has been released specifically for cask and it
will be a regular fixture in the W&T portfolio. It features a sweet malt
base, with orchard fruit flavours from the hops and a gentle rye finish.
Those of you who frequent the excellent Drapers Arms micropub in the
Bishopston area of Bristol will be aware that they have recently had a
nine-gallon oak cask specially made for them by Alastair Simms, the
last working independent master cooper in England, of the White Rose
Cooperage in North Yorkshire. Serving real ale from wooden casks is a
tradition that goes back many years and, back in January, W&T had the

After uploading information and photos to the website, a number of
pubs have been considered for local listing. On 30th November 2017,
an independent panel to Bristol City Council went through a list of
items to determine if they should be locally listed. All items but one
(the Hub, Broadmead) were pubs.
The pubs meeting the criteria included the Gryphon (Bristol city
centre), George (Shirehampton), Queen’s Head (Eastville), Highbury
Vaults (Kingsdown), Three Crowns (St George), Merchants Arms
(Stapleton), Giant Goram (Lawrernce Weston), Cambridge Arms
(Westbury Park) and the Avonmouth Tavern (Avonmouth) . Some
were nominated by other members of the public. A nomination can be
made by individuals, neighbourhood or interest groups, as can the ad
hoc uploading of historic information or photographs for the public to
view.
Reasons for approving some of these pub varied to a degree, but
were mainly due to the appearance of their architecture or glamour of
appearance, their age and the history behind them. Some, such as the
Three Crowns, had been one of the first buildings in their areas.

The George Inn, Shirehampton
The George was the third such pub on its site due to being rebuilt
twice. That is also a very dominant building with its tall chimney stacks,
and fairly unusual bricks as you enter the village.
The Queen’s Head shows on a map of 1839. It has been extended over
time, but has a Bristol Byzantine frontage with leaded, stained-glass
windows, looking very dominant on a corner of a road junction. Its
architect is unknown, but shows the signs of William Bruce Gingell.

The Queen’s Head, Eastville
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The Highbury Vaults, Kingsdown
The Highbury Vaults stands out from its neighbouring terrace,
retaining a Victorian shop front; maps suggest it was around in 1840
to 1855 when it only had the (still exiting) small servery visible through
the front window. A plan from 1930 shows it also had a smoke room
to the rear then, when an application to add a ladies’ toilet was made.
(Quite a few pubs did that around then, it seems.) Its name then was
Highbury Wine & Spirits Vaults (not to be mistaken for another pub
of a similar name across the road once). This pub with all its snugs,
is in CAMRA’s Regional Inventory for pubs which have retained their
historic interiors.
The Gryphon was a pub
which moved from Griffin
Lane (Lower Park Row) to its
current place when Colston
Street was laid around the
1870s. Its predecessor was
around in 1752 or earlier.
Now on an acute corner,
with its distinct patterning
of brickwork, it stands out,
with its quirky shape built to
waste no land space

privilege of their Doves and
Ravens being served from
the wood at the Drapers.
As mentioned elsewhere in
this edition of Pints West,
W&T will be launching XX
(5% ABV?), a gooseberry
wheat beer, at the brewery
tap on Saturday 10th March.
For the launch party, which
will run from 13.00 to 22.00
and feature a food vendor
and DJs, there will be an
increase in the normal
capacity of the tap room to
enable as many people as
possible to celebrate the role
of women in the world of beer.
At the time of writing, W&T have just released two beers in cask: as
well as a new batch of Doves and Ravens mentioned above, there is
also the welcome return of the luxurious milk stout Milk Shake (5.6%
ABV), featuring copious dark malts laced with vanilla.

Dave Graham

News from Zerodegrees

A

fter the hectic Christmas period, and the well-received seasonal
specials, this time of year is a tad quieter for the Zerodegrees
brewers. In Bristol, head brewer Simon has been able to brew
two interesting and different style beers, hopefully available for the
next month or so. The first to emerge will be Night Jäger, a 5.0% ABV
Dunkel Weissen. Similar to a Hefeweizen, this southern Germany
wheat beer is brewed as a darker version, with complex malts and
a low balancing bitterness. The Night Jäger is a brown beer that is
slightly spicy and fruity to the nose and palate, and will be the beer
that Simon sends down to the ‘LocAle’ bar at the Bristol Beer Festival.
The second special will be a 4.6% Pale Ale, brewed with German and
Slovenian hops coming from the Hüll-Maribor region.

The other branches of Zerodegrees will, as usual, be sending down
their specials, and from Cardiff there will be a 5.2% White IPA and a
5.0% Session IPA, and from Reading a 5.0% Chocolate Espresso Porter
and a 5.0% Dry Hopped Lager.
The collaboration ale between Pedro from the local Croft Ales and
Simon, as mentioned in the previous edition of Pints West, was brewed
using the Croft kit, located in Upper York Street in Stokes Croft. This
turned out to be Tempête, a 6.0% Belgian Dubbel, first available at the
Croft brewery tap room opening event last October. By the time you
read this, the special brew might still be available at the Hare on the
Hill in Kingsdown. It has also been sent to a beer festival in Italy.

Roy Sanders

Carpenters Arms, Wick

I

As for the Three Crowns,
regular readers will have
seen its history in the
previous edition of Pints
West (issue 116).
The Gryphon, central Bristol
This judgement over local
listing was the third phase by the panel involved. Previous ones
passing which Bristol Pubs Group had nominated included the Swan
with Two Necks (St Judes), Cooper’s Arms (Ashton), Luckwell Hotel
(Ashton), Shakespeare (Redland), Crown Tavern (St Phillips), Barley
Mow (Bedminster), Old Globe (Bedminster), Avon Packet (Southville),
and White Lion (Bristol city centre). There are others as well, either
nominated by others or due to how they were recognised in reviews of
conservation areas. For a full list, visit www.bristol.gov.uk and search
for ‘local listing 2018’ to download the full report, not forgetting pubs
are not the only items on Bristol’s local list.
Know Your Place was started off by Bristol City Council around 2013.
Since then, other neighbouring areas have joined in with their
adjoining maps. See www.kypwest.org.uk for the overall West of
England site. Join in with uploading historic information and photos if
you have worthy material – especially of pubs!

Tim Belsten

n the last issue of Pints West it was reported that the Carpenters
Arms at Wick had reopened and that the freehold was no longer for
sale. This appeared to be good news, but it has since been revealed
that a developer has purchased the pub apparently with the intention
of building houses on land at the rear of the pub, and also converting
the pub to residential accommodation. At the time of writing no
planning application has been submitted to South Gloucestershire
Council for such developments and the pub is still trading under an
interim manager.
The pub has had short periods of closure over the last couple of years,
but there are concerns from locals and from Bristol Pubs Group that if
a planning application is successful the pub will close for good, leaving
the village of Wick without a traditional pub. The nearest alternative
facility is the Rose and Crown, further up the A420 away from Wick
village, but this pub is very much food led and owned by Greene King,
trading under the Chef & Brewer name. The Carpenters Arms, which is
much nearer the heart of the village of Wick, is a traditional community
local, with a pool table and dartboard. There are four bedrooms
upstairs which are often let to local contractors working in the area.
It was reputedly built as a pub in the early 19th century and has an
interesting history which, if you visit, the locals will be happy to talk to
you about.
There appears to be interest amongst local residents in a campaign to
save the Carpenters Arms as a pub. Wick post office closed in 2017 and,

as there is now no post office in the village, one of the options being
considered is to house a post office in the pub.
Hopefully the local residents will be able to get together to launch a
successful campaign and save this historic building from development
and retain it as community facility.

Martin Gray
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News from
Arbor Ales
T

The Fallen Tree

A new micropub for Clevedon

E

he “Double IPA” version of Rocketman –
predicted in my last News from Arbor Ales
article – materialised as just that; bearing
the name Large Hop Collider (8.0% ABV) it sold
out very quickly.

xciting news for Clevedon, as the local Twisted Oak Brewery
received planning approval in early 2018 for their own micropub,
to be located on Hill Road. Called the Fallen Tree, it was
scheduled to open for business in early March, just after Pints West
went to print.

Single-hopped gluten-free session IPAs are
a recently introduced line, the latest one
showcasing Citra hop. Brews of Bristol Porter
(8.4%) and Breakfast Stout (7.4%) are still
happily maturing in their various oak barrels, the
former in Amarone wine, and the latter in both
rum and bourbon casks. Roll on the day when we
can sample them.

Simon Gait, one of Twisted Oak brewery’s directors, said: ‘We had
been discussing the idea of opening a micropub for a while and
were keeping our eyes open for the right property. As soon as an
opportunity appeared for a property on Hill Road we just couldn’t wait
to get started.”
Keith Hayles, a founding director of the brewery, has lived in Clevedon
for most of his life and used to enjoy a pint at the original Fallen Tree
pub in Clevedon (now sadly long gone). As homage to this old pub
Keith gave the name to one of brewery’s most popular beers and is
now very happy have opened a micropub with the same name as well.

Apparently gaining in popularity in Britain over
the past few months is the New England IPA.
Arbor Ales have produced their first essay in this
style – Space Hardware (6.6%) sold so well that
a second iteration is in the pipeline. Another
unusual creation to appear recently was a
premium strength “Euro Lager”; What’s the plan
Dan (5.6%) was dry-hopped with Citra and Vic’s
Secret Hop.

Arbor’s brewing team: left to right, Robbie Sattin, Dan Bell, Sean Anderson and Will Dowling

Turning now to the staff situation, Daniel Bell
has recently been appointed head brewer, his
assistant Sean Anderson having been joined
by brewer Will Dowling, late of Great Western
Brewery. Robbie Sattin is the latest recruit; his
duties are split between packaging and assisting
with the brewing.

Forthcoming events to look out for are the
Reading Beer Festival over the weekend of 13th
and 14th April where Arbor is one of six ‘craft’
brewers to appear and the East Bristol Brewery
Trail on 5th and 6th May when Arbor once more
welcomes beer connoisseurs from far and wide.

Send your letters to

Great British Beer Festival Winter

I thought readers might interested in a
short report about my away trip to the Great
British Beer Festival Winter (previously
known as the National Winter Ales Festival)
in Norwich, which ran from 20th to 24th
February.
The festival offered approximately 240
beers in light, ruby and dark styles as well as
many very strong Belgian beers. Cider and
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Keith added: “If anyone would like a bit more information about the
project, or are a local brewer who would like to supply us, then please
check out the micropub page on our website www.twistedoakbrewery.
co.uk and get in touch.”

News from the Great Western
Brewery (GWB)

Although cask ales are the main business, sales of
keg and bottle-conditioned beers are increasing
to such an extent that, in the latter case, it seems
likely that there may be trouble ahead with the
availability of bottles!

Your shout

Keith said: “We’ve had plenty of encouragement and advice from Vince
and Garvan who run the Draper’s Arms micropub in Bristol and our
micropub will be run along similar lines. We’ll obviously stock plenty of
Twisted Oak beer and we are keen to help showcase the best cask ales
from other local breweries. We’ll serve the beer straight from the cask
and hope that local beer fans will appreciate the opportunity to sample
a wide range of beers from local independent brewers.”

perry plus hot food could be had, as well as
musical entertainment on specified nights.
Running alongside main GBBFW was
a ‘Fringe Festival’ (throughout February)
which promoted 20 Norwich pubs dotted
around the city selling similar beers as well as
participating in a £100 treasure hunt. I visited
one, the Golden Star, and enjoyed several
pints of Peaky Blinder (a smooth black IPA
from Sadler’s brewery in Stourbridge) in very
pleasant and unspoilt surroundings whilst
participating in their quiz night.
The magnificent venue for the main event,
St Andrew’s & Blackfriars’ Halls (aka ‘The
Halls’), is located in the centre of the city
(near my hotel and its – I kid you not – awardwinning car park!) and are part of the most
complete medieval friary complex surviving
in this country, passing into civic hands from
King Henry VIII in 1538. For those interested,
more of the friary’s history may be found on
its own website of course.

The main entrance led to St Andrew’s
Hall in which beers of all styles were arranged
alphabetically by brewer and dispensed in
third, half and pint measures. Prices ranged
from £1.40 to £1.70 per half pint although the
entry price included a pint marked glass.
Blackfriars’ Hall, which could be accessed
from one end of St Andrew’s Hall, featured
four bars dedicated to porters, old ales, barley
wines and stouts, and this seemed to me to
be the most popular! I enjoyed many of these
and favourites included award-winning Mr
M’s Porter (4.5% ABV) from Red Cat in
Winchester and both Nogs from Norfolk’s
Woodforde and Lacon breweries. All in all it
was well worth the visit and I now realise what
a good beer destination Norwich is.
Thanks to all the CAMRA volunteers and
all the friendly locals I met for making my trip
so enjoyable.
Graham Watson
(by email).

Brewery Shop Opening Hours
Mon - Fri 10:00am - 5:00pm
Saturday 10:00am - 2:00pm

SPRING TIME!
4.2%. A few months after the
ﬁrst brew in 2009 it Won bronze
at the tuckers beer festival.
Do not be fooled by the name, it
is not as sweet as it sounds. The
Bees Knees boasts a very unique
pallet which is greatly due to a
small but signiﬁcant amount of
Mexican Orange Blossom Honey.
The Golding hops accompany
the orange characteristic given
by the honey, making this a
bitter with a fruity twist to it.

Available in Spring 2018

T

he Black Strap Dubbel (7.0% ABV) – dark, rich and smooth,
based on a Belgian style double and produced to mark 10 years
of GWB brewing – proved to be a great hit when it was launched
in December. It is understood that some of the two-litre swing-top
bottles are still available at the brewery’s Hambrook shop. Those still
missing the opportunity of sampling this special brew will be pleased
to hear that it will be available on the ‘LocAle’ bar at the Bristol Beer
Festival.
GWB have also developed another special beer, Bengal Bay (5.0%),
which in this case is designed as an IPA to enjoy with a curry.
Other GWB beer news is that they will be providing Black Strap
Dubbel, Bees Knees (4.2% honey bitter) and Maiden Voyage for
judging at this year’s SIBA beer festival being held at Tuckers Maltings
on 19th April. We wish them luck.
As part of their modernisation programme, the brewery has just
commissioned a ‘Monoblock’ bottling plant. Those wishing to see the
machine in operation should log onto the brewery’s Facebook page to
view an interesting YouTube clip!
Brewery tours by parties are very welcome, and arrangements can be
made by calling 0117 9572842. Tours are already planned for 1st May,
1st July and 1st September, with places still available.

Keith Morey
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Watering Holes in the Desert ...

brought to you from Weston-super-Mare

The Duke of Oxford

A

fter a frenetic 2017 things have know settled down at Epic
Beers and future plans are becoming much clearer. This is the
company that emerged from the demise of RCH brewery at
West Hewish near Weston-super-Mare. Three former RCH employees
– Graham Dunbavan, Mark Davey and Dave Turner – now have total
control of the new company and production is in full swing.

T

he Duke of Oxford is located on the corner of the High Street
and Oxford Street, a short distance from Weston’s seafront.
When it opened for business over 100 years ago it was called the
Three Queens. Since then it has had various name changes, including
the Grove, the Pig and Truffle, and most recently (following a brief
return to being named the Three Queens) it was called Kameleon.
The frequent name changes in recent times is a reflection of changes
in ownership and different people’s attempts to create a successful
business on the site. This has been a struggle for some time and there
was a lengthy period of closure between the Kameleon’s demise and
the pub reopening as the Duke of Oxford in August 2016, with Simon
Blaker the licensee.
Most first-time visitors to the reopened pub were very pleasantly
surprised by the transformation that had taken place. Although it is
one large room, it is split into two quite distinct areas. To the right as
you enter the main door there is a small comfortable area with a fire,
newspapers and a quirky selection of tables, chairs and a sofa. To the
left is a larger area with a more uniform style of tables and chairs. This
area contains a selection of games and a piano.
Along the bar is a ‘snackling’ machine (oven-roast crackling) and other
snacks for purchase such as Bombay mix, fruit and nut mix, and olives.
Taken as a whole, it works very well, with a continental-type feel,
particularly during the daytime when it attracts people enjoying
coffee and cakes – either inside or enjoying the outside seating on the
pavement.
In the early days Simon started with one real ale, gradually increasing
this to three. He was a supporter of local breweries and it eventually
became a permanent home for beers from our local Twisted Oak
brewery.
In the Autumn of 2017 Simon left and the lease was taken on by
Mark Sprules. Mark grew up in Weston but had spent several years
running pubs in London. He had taken pride in turning pubs round
and introducing a more interesting range of beers. Being made aware
of the opportunity to take on a pub and be his own boss in his home
town, Mark took over at the helm of the Duke.
If anything the beer offer has been even better since Mark’s arrival. He
has showcased several breweries very rarely seen in Weston, breweries
from the Bristol/Somerset area such as Good Chemistry, Brotherhood,
Yeovil and New Bristol Brewery, and award-winning breweries from
around the UK such as Dark Star, Oakham and Tiny Rebel.

Epic Beers
Epic Beers trades under two distinct brands – Pitchfork Ales and 3D
Beer. Pitchfork remains focussed totally on the traditional cask ale
market reviving some of the old RCH brands. Only UK ingredients
are used in the beers. Bottled versions of the beers are not currently
produced but are planned to return soon. 3D Beer is aimed more at the
modern city-centre style beer scene, with some production in cask and
the rest in “live keg” form; canned versions are planned soon too.
The current regular Pitchfork beers are:

Mark is ably supported in the beer management by Andy Bidmead
(pictured), who has been at the Duke since it reopened. Mark says his
philosophy is to “keep it interesting, keep it changing” and is open to
any suggestions from customers on beers that they would like to see.
Ideally, Mark would like to build the pub up to a level where he could
offer five real ales, but three top-quality ones are keeping local ale fans
very happy for the time being.
As with any pub these days, it is important to have a range of
attractions to get people in. The Duke offers good-quality food,
running special deals on steak meals on Wednesdays (when all
wines are available at the house wine rate of £15.50 – meaning that
a saving on a bottle can be as much as £25) and fish & chip meals on
Fridays. There are also Sunday roasts, a gin club on Thursdays when
20 different gins are available, with a weekly guest gin. Two gins and
mixers cost £5 and there are a range of gin-based cocktails.
Monday sees ‘Hoppy Hour’ which, despite the title, is actually available
all evening from 5 o’clock. On this evening all real ales are £2.99,
which is reduced to £2.69 for CAMRA members (the Duke runs a 10%
discount scheme for CAMRA members). Two real ciders are available
and a selection of canned ales from Dark Star, BrewDog, Tiny Rebel,
Beartown and Magic Rock.
The main source of frustration for Mark at the current time is trying
to entice more Weston ale drinkers to visit the Duke and sample the
fantastic beers that are being put on. Hopefully, readers of this piece –
both from Weston and further afield – will pop into the Duke and enjoy
the relaxing atmosphere and great beer. It has been a great addition to
the town’s pub and real ale scene and it will hopefully go from strength
to strength.

Tim Nickolls

Goldbine at 3.8% is a golden session beer using Bramling Cross,
Pilgrim and Epic hops.
PG Steam at 4.0% is a light brown beer with a balance of malt and
hops (Sovereign and Progress).
Pitchfork at 4.3% is a golden beer with floral hoppiness (Fuggles and
Goldings), and some balancing fruit and sweetness.

17th to 19th November: Beer Festival at the Bear Inn
The fifth anniversary beer festival at the Bear Inn had a total of 17
beers over the weekend, eight of which were dispensed straight from
the cask. All were priced at £2.80 a pint – and on the Monday following
the festival, all ales from the cask (there were five left) were priced at
£5 for as much as you could drink all day!
Eleven beers were pale, copper or ruby and included beers from
Navigation, Abbey, True North, Yeovil, Brightside, Stonehenge, Cotleigh
and Raw. The dark beers, mostly stouts and porters, but also with a
mild in the form of Nethergate Black Shadow Mild, included the Abbey
Ales Twelfth Night, not seen before in Weston-super-Mare. The most
popular local ales were the Cheddar Velvet Bottom and Cotleigh Long
Eared Owl, although your correspondent was able to partake of the
Abbey Bellringer on every day of the festival.

16th December: Festive Ale Crawl

The idea is to only indulge in seasonal/festive beers, and pubs not
offering any to be passed by. However, as has been the case in the past
few years, some went into all the pubs we passed.
We started at the Waverley (though there were no festive beers
on here) and next moved on to the Bear Inn where Police Grzanic
mulled beer was prepared for the occasion, Lisa having collected
the ingredients for it from Poland two weeks earlier! There was also
Box Steam Bauble for the less adventurous. At the Duke of Oxford,
three beers were on, and many had the Breakwater Brewery Krueger
(4%) which tasted similar to Black Forest gateau. At the Brit Bar the
festive ale was Pitchfork Chocolate Santa Porter (4.5%), but also on was
the Marstons Christmas Everyday (4.2%). The Imperial had Cotleigh
Festive Tipple, and the Cabot had Titanic Plum Porter and Raw Dark
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In addition, other old RCH favourites make occasional appearances
alongside new beers.
3D Beer has two current permanent beers:
Hop Gun at 4.8% is a pale hoppy premium-strength beer made with
lager malt and three different American hops, Cascade, Centennial and
Citra.
Beer-zinga! at 5% is another golden ale, and brewed with no less than
four international hop varieties. These are Olicana from the UK, Dr
Rudi and Wakatu from New Zealand, and Styrian from Slovenia.
Both of these were intended as one-offs but were so well received that
they are now permanent. A third beer called The Dude is just being
released at the time of writing, a 5.5% pale amber beer made using
Maris Otter malt and two varieties of hops from Poland. Other beers
in various styles are planned including an upcoming high -strength
golden beer. Watch this space!

Vince Murray

Weston Social Activities

This was the occasion of the 19th such crawl of Weston-super-Mare
pubs (variously known as seasonal or Christmas crawls). Sometimes
these crawls are confined to just an evening, but on this occasion an
all-day session was organised, so it attracted four members from
Bristol and one from Somerset, as well as 19 crawlers from the subbranch.
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Old Slug Porter at 4.5% is a dark and delicious porter which features
flavours of coffee, chocolate and blackberries. Also made with Fuggles
and Goldings hops.

Side (and also the non-festive but excellent Thornbridge Jaipur). The
Criterion had Quantock Rockin’ Robin (3.9%), but equally popular was
the Cheddar Velvet Bottom. Our final port of call was the Captain’s
Cabin for Cotleigh Hoppy Christmas, though one or two returned to
the Cabot, and to the Brit Bar where Box Steam Bauble was now on.
Apologies to any pub we missed out; let us know next year and we will
visit you.

13th January: Weston Crawl
This crawl started at the Captain’s Cabin, where the Glede Brewery’s
Old Crow, a porter at 4.4%, was as good as expected. We then moved
on to the Criterion where another Glede ale, Brett’s Best at 4.6%, was
accompanied by Tintagel’s Arthur’s Ale at 4.4% and Courage Directors
at 4.8%. Moving on to the Cabot, Exmoor Mild (3.5%) and Cairngorm
Black Gold (4.4%) were enjoyed. Next stop was the Brit Bar where
unfortunately RPM beers were not available; however beers from
Bristol Beer Factory and Twisted Oak were both in excellent condition.

Let it be known...
In Weston-super-Mare, the Bear, the Brit Bar (home to the RPM
brewery), the Duke of Oxford and the Imperial all offer a good
CAMRA discount and a live music venue), while the Borough Arms,
Cabot, Criterion, Ebdon Arms, Lamb, Off the Rails, Parish Pump, Red
Admiral, Regency, Scally’s, Tavern in the Town, Waverley, White Hart
and Windsor Castle can be relied upon to provide a wide range of
interesting real ales in good condition.
Our other two local microbreweries now have micropubs open or
about to open in Clevedon. Glede (previously known as the Red Kite
brewery) has had its Tap open since December while Twisted Oak in
Wrington was due to open its micropub on Saturday 3rd March (as
Pints West is at the printers).
The Bristol House and Bristol Hotel have both reopened for business
after refurbishment and ownership changes, and are offering a variety
of real ales.

Laurie Jackson and Robin E Wild
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Book Review

Champion Winter Beer of Britain

T

Pocket Beer Book
The World’s Best Beer, 3rd Edition
by Stephen Beaumont & Tim Webb

Green Jack Brewery scooped Gold with Ripper, which was described
as a “sweet and warming beer with soft and fruity complex flavours”
and “dangerously drinkable” by the judges.

A

Tim Dunford from Green Jack Brewery said: “It’s absolutely brilliant
that we have won this award for the second time, I’m overwhelmed!
We really love our strong beers and used to travel to Belgium all the
time when we first got into the industry – I fell in love with the style
and we have gone on from there.”

h, another pocket beer guide. In this day and age it must be
at the back of one’s mind what the market is for such a book,
considering people’s obsession for staring endlessly at small
screens. It’s a lot more convenient to slip your digital device into your
jeans’ pocket than it is to dig out your jacket with the voluminous inner
compartment to slip a book into when journeying to the pub, offlicense or beer shop. But there still must be a place on bookshelves and
coffee tables for this collective of must-have beers.

The authors claim there are now approaching 250,000 world beers and
I’m certainly not going to argue with that figure! This book features
2,000 “of the world’s absolute best beers” from 64 countries, and if
you’re wondering how two beer writers got around so many world
beers in order to filter out the best 2,000 then the answer is that
they didn’t – there are no less than 34 international contributors, as
well as the authors, that carried out the tasting work using their own
geographic beer knowledge, and all 34 of them are profiled at the back
of the book.
Before the main body of work is reached – which is, of course, the
beers themselves – there is a useful section on beer styles, trends
and the variations in scales of beer production. This serves to remind
the more seasoned drinker, but also offers a good education to the
starter. The beer scene is moving fast, and we in Britain and some
other central and western European countries have been a bit reticent
to accepting the change, but it’s out there and it’s happening, and we
ignore it at our own loss.
Throughout the guide there are inset windows featuring ‘Iconic’,
‘Can’t-Miss’ and ‘To Watch’ breweries. These broaden the scope of the
book and give better accessibility to brewers as opposed to their single
brews.
If, like me, you set out with good intentions of finding as many of the
2,000 beers that you can, only to fail at an early stage, then it doesn’t
matter. The enjoyment is in the planning and the search, and the

Nick Boley, CAMRA’s National Director responsible for the
competition, said: “The standard of the competition was higher than
previous years, and the judges were impressed with the quality of all
the beers that made it to the final but Ripper from Green Jack Brewery
was a clear winner.”
The Champion Winter Beer of Britain competition provides an
opportunity to showcase the best traditional winter brews in the
country, ranging from barley wines and strong old ales to porters and
stouts.

discovery of some excellent beer, people and beer outlets along the
way.
Although some old favourites are in the book, such as Alaskan Smoked
Porter, Westmalle, Lion Stout and Worthington’s White Shield, there
are many that are, so far, seldom heard of. The world of beer has
changed – traditionally Canadians did not brew nut brown ale or Baltic
porter; and what about weissbier from South Africa, rauchbier from
Taiwan, and Lebanese woody pale ale with flavours of sumac, sage and
mint? You’ll have your own opinions on these but at least this book will
guide you to the most likely candidates to be on top of their game.
Like any guide this is a statement in time. It will become out of date
and this third edition could well evolve to a fourth, but until then I can
assure you that there is plenty to go at.
The paperback is priced at £12.99 and is published by Octopus Books.

Mike Jackson

Good Beer Guide Belgium
(8th edition)
Available now for pre-order at special
advance price – dispatched early April
This is an exclusive offer from the CAMRA Shop
and will be dispatched hot off the press!
(Publication date 16th April 2018)

Pagans and Druids no longer in Chew Valley

A

fter nearly five years of brewing, Dom Lowe, managing director
of Chew Valley Brewery, has decided to call last orders on the
operation.

It all began when Dom and two friends, Matt Stalker and Sean Cross,
visited Masters Brewery in Wellington in the early summer of 2013. As
Dom recalls on the brewery’s website, “Stopping off on the way home
for refreshment in the beer garden of a pub, we realised as we chatted
over a pint that we’d been inspired.” From there began the plan to
set up their own microbrewery, which soon became reality at Dom’s
Pensford address.
The brewery’s two staples bear witness to the stone circle in nearby
Stanton Drew. Pagan, a 3.9% session beer, and the hoppier Druid,
weighing in at 4.6%, were joined by occasional outings for Chew Brew,
a hefty, spicy 5.8% winter warmer. In all the brewery sold 150 casks
and 16,000 bottles of both Druid and Pagan through numerous pubs,
restaurants, hotels, farm shops and convenience stores around the
Chew Valley. Dom is particularly proud of a long association with the
Pig Near Bath hotel and restaurant in Hunstrete, and the Rising Sun in
Pensford, where the brewery’s last cask was due to go.
Planning issues put an end to production on the original site, and latterly
Chew Valley’s beers were brewed in Timsbury. To quote Dom again, “I’d
like to thank Dave [head brewer Dave Williams] and the guys at Dawkins
Ales who have helped us fulfil demand for the last couple of years.”

Looking back, Dom adds:
“My sole aim when we set
out was to create a brand
that people liked, learn
how to brew good beer and
eventually order a pint of it
in my local pub.” All of these
aims have been achieved, and
the popularity of the brand
among a loyal local following
may be judged by the success
of Chew Valley merchandise:
“I doubt many breweries the
size of mine ever sold 200+
hoodies … the locals here
have supported me every
step of the way and I couldn’t have done it without them.”
Dom concluded: “I have no regrets about drawing the curtain on
things now, it was a wonderful adventure that started as a discussion
in a pub garden and finished five years later as a successful business
run by myself and son Jon, with two great beers and a very popular
brand locally. It’s just time for me to take things a bit easier now. I
have plenty to do around my house and garden and my vintage
tractors always need fiddling with or taking out for a spin.”

Niall Hoskin

THE 8th edition of CAMRA’s Good Beer Guide Belgium, by Tim Webb and Joe Strange, is an
indispensable companion for anyone visiting or living in Belgium.
This complete guide to the world of Belgian beer is packed with information on breweries,
beers and bars from around the country. It also features comprehensive advice on getting
there, what to eat, where to stay and how to bring the best of Belgium’s beer offering back
home with you.

aren McGeoch and Rod Undy were delighted when their pub,
the Fleece Inn, Hillesley, was chosen as the Dursley and District
CAMRA pub of the year in less than 18 months of trading.
The official presentation took place at the Fleece on Saturday 10th
February

Karen said, ‘We were actually about to sign a lease for a new business
venture in Swansea when one of the shareholders who just happens to
have a holiday property in Mumbles told us about the Fleece. As we
were in the area the following week we decided to take a look – and
here we are today!’

‘We achieved the same accolade in Mumbles, with the first micropub in
Wales, so it was almost an unwritten goal to repeat history, although
we never thought that we would win,’ said Rod.

The real selling point for the couple was the sense of community
because it fitted their remit perfectly and it is what they had originally
set out to do. Karen added,‘When we looked at the pub’s existing
business plan it had so many ideas that were almost a carbon copy of
our own vision and values and this gave us a strong base to grow the
business.’

Recommended retail price £14.99 – special advance price £11.99 (20% off).
Visit shop.camra.org.uk.
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This year’s Silver went to Broken Dream Breakfast Stout from Siren
Craft Brewery, while Cairngorm Brewery took home the Bronze
award with Black Gold.

Fleece Inn, Hillesley, declared Dursley and
District CAMRA pub of the Year

The guide contains full-colour province-by-province maps and detailed city maps with bar
locations and includes details on over 800 bars, cafés and beer shops.
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he Champion Winter Beer of Britain 2018 winner has been
revealed at the Great British Beer Festival Winter, which was held
in the medieval city of Norwich in February.

K

The local villagers bought the building in 2012 and ran it as a
community pub and, although the concept worked initially, the pub
soon started to falter and was on a downward spiral.
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Good Beer Guide selection:

Beer scoring statistics continue to improve

Even after the selection process for the 2019 Good Beer Guide has
taken place, beer quality in pubs in the branch area needs to be
continually monitored. There are around 700 pubs in our branch
and we need members from across the region to help us gather
information about them year-round. It is impossible for us to arrange
organised trips to all pubs in the branch area, so we are relying on
members to let us know of pubs that they believe serve consistently
good quality beer. The beer doesn’t need to be unusual – just served in
top quality condition. The best way of communicating this information
is by scoring the quality of the beers you drink on the scale below, but
also feel free to feed back to me by email (marting1@sky.com). There
are still many pubs, particularly in the suburbs of Bristol and in rural
areas, that receive very few, if any, beer scores. So if you go to a pub
you don’t normally visit it is even more important to score the quality
of the beer, as we may be missing some pubs that serve excellent
quality beer. If we receive several good scores for a pub we can try to
include it on a survey visit.
The scores are you can give are:
0. No cask ale available.
1. Poor. Beer is anything from barely drinkable to drinkable with
considerable reluctance. You may have been unlucky and were served
the last pint in the barrel. If the beer is exchanged without a problem and
taken off sale you may use your discretion and not score the beer at all.
2. Average. Competently kept, but the beer doesn’t inspire in any way.
It is drinkable, but you may decide to try a different beer in the pub or
move on to another pub. Below what is expected for the GBG.
3. Good. Good beer in good form. A GBG user would not be
disappointed with it. You may decide to seek out the beer again in the
same session and visit this pub again.
4. Very Good. Excellent beer in excellent condition. Exceeds
expectations.
5. Perfect. Probably the best you are ever likely to find. A seasoned
drinker will award this score very rarely.
You also have the option to use half points if your opinion of the beer
falls between two categories, and remember that you should base
your score on the quality of the beer, not whether it is a particular beer
or beer style which you prefer. Don’t give a pint a score of 4 or 5 just
because it’s (say) Doom Bar and you happen to like Doom Bar. Think:
in your experience is this beer in front of you a really good example
of a Doom Bar, or a pretty poor one? And don’t give a pint a score of 1
because it’s a stout and you happen to dislike stouts. If in doubt, don’t
score, or maybe ask a friend what they think. Most people can tell the
difference between a beer that just happens to have a flavour that
“isn’t for them” and a beer with actual defects.
Gradually, as you walk around pubs, you’ll accumulate scores and
begin to develop your own method of making comparisons. It’s like
riding a bike. Soon it becomes second nature.
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Regular readers of Pints West
will be aware of how they
can score beers (if they are
members of CAMRA), but as a
reminder this is how you do it:

Taking centre-stage this year will be the decision on CAMRA’s Revitalisation, following the
National Executive’s recommendations for the future purpose and direction of the Campaign.
This is one of the most important changes CAMRA has faced in recent years, and as such it is
vital that all members’ make their voice heard and cast their vote.

l You first need to go
to CAMRA’s online pub
guide WhatPub (web
adddress whatpub.com)
either on a computer or by
smartphone. Here you will find
a list of around 35,900 real ale
pubs from all over the UK (not
just those in the Good Beer
Guide).

While each and every member will still have the chance to vote on the proposals by proxy
if unable to attend the weekend, attendees at Conference will be able to hear the National
Executive present the Special Resolutions which, if approved, will change CAMRA’s Articles
of Association to enable the organisation to enact the recommendations made. Members in
Coventry who have been unable to attend any of the regional Revitalisation briefings will be able
to ask questions about the detail of the Special Resolutions before casting their vote.
If it’s your first year attending the Members’ Weekend, don’t worry! There will be a presentation
at 5pm on the Friday for all new attendees to explain how the weekend will run, covering
everything from voting and elections timings to advice on where you can grab a good pint of
ale. Online registration is open at agm.camra.org.uk where you can find further information
including about travel and accommodation and booking on trips. Please note the closing date for
online registration is 3rd April. However, if you miss that, you can register in person on the day.

l Login. To do this you need
your membership number and
your CAMRA password. You
should be able to tell your device to remember your credentials so you
don’t have to log in afresh every time.
l You can then search for the pub by name. Be careful here as there
are many pubs in the country which share the same name. My advice
is to search by the pub name and the town. The WhatPub smartphone
web page should also give you the option to search for nearby pubs,
which will usually find the very pub you may be drinking in at that
moment.
l Once you have found your pub
a ‘Submit Beer Scores’ box will
appear on the right hand side
of the screen (or on the tab bar
underneath the pub photo if you
are using a smart phone).
l Simply fill in the date (or leave
it as today’s date) and your
score. Then as you begin typing
the brewery name it should
automatically appear underneath
where you are typing. You do
not necessarily have to enter
the name of the beer you are
drinking but, if you wish to do
so, once you have entered the
brewery name you should be
able to click on the arrow in the
Beer box and a drop-down list
of that brewery’s beers should
appear. In some cases the beer
you are drinking may be new or
a one-off by the brewery so may
not appear on the list and if this
is the case you can simply type in
the beer name. Select the correct
one, click ‘Submit Beer Score’
and your score will be entered
into the database.
So remember, whenever possible
please record your beer scores
when you visit a pub, either on
your smartphone whilst you are
there or on your computer when
you get home. You will get used
to doing it and may even make
it a habit, and you will have the
satisfaction of knowing that you
are contributing in some way to
the compilation of the GBG.

Martin Gray

by Eddie Taberner

So again I’d like to thank all members who have recorded beer scores
on WhatPub at least once over the last year, and to ask you to continue
to record scores whenever you can. If you are able to score the beer
you drink in pubs regularly that is a bonus. If you are only an occasional
beer scorer then please try to score beer whenever you can, and if you
have never scored a beer just give it a try. You will have the satisfaction
of knowing that you have contributed, if only in a small way, to the
selection process for pubs included in the Good Beer Guide.

AMRA’s Members’ Weekend, AGM & Conference is just around the corner, taking place
from Friday 20th to Sunday 22nd April at the University of Warwick in Coventry. Hosted by
CAMRA’s Coventry branch, the Members’ Weekend will give nearly 1,000 CAMRA members the
chance to come together to discuss CAMRA business while meeting up with friends on trips
to local pubs and breweries. Conveniently located near the historic towns Coventry, Stratfordupon-Avon and Warwick, there will be plenty to do in between CAMRA business.

The Bar Code

R

egular readers of Pints West may know that, in the Bristol &
District branch of CAMRA, for the last two years we have been
able to use members’ beer scores in the selection process for the
Good Beer Guide (GBG), due to the increasing number of scores being
recorded on WhatPub (web address whatpub.com). In previous years
we were not able to make use of these due to the low number of scores
that were recorded. However over the last year the total number of
beer scores recorded for pubs in the Bristol & District branch area
(including the Weston-super-Mare sub-branch) has continued to
increase and there were just over 6,000 scores recorded, an increase of
20% from the previous year and over 40% more than two years ago.

Are you coming to CAMRA’s Members’ Weekend?
C

Cryptic Crossword

Compiled by Pete and Eddie Taberner

(Solution on page 47)
ACROSS:
1. Brewery formerly found by the back room (6)
4. Activity of heartless doctor in King’s Head (8)
10. Sensible soldier seen in local (7)
11. Ruined a knees-up with uncontrollable wind (6)
12. Dear fan ran drunkenly everywhere (4, 3, 3)
13. First-rate footballer preferred bitter (4)
15. Last of pint, pull violently, Ed became popular on twitter! (7)
17. Upset rude tot for educational tasting purposes (7)
19. Not the old Naval Volunteer – fresh reserves in brief (3, 4)
21. Developed a desire for paying with easy money (7)
23. Drunkard red-faced then unfed (4)
24. The Sportsman withdrawing singular pub snack (10)
27. Start to consume half. Evening ends. “Right, I’m off” (7)
28. State of Alanis, half-cut, accompanied by two graduates (7)
29. Looks like a hipster, orders shandy, I.D. required (8)
30. Consequence of over-doing the cheap whiskey (3-3)
DOWN:
1. Jazz musician associated with topless Bristol pub (9)
2. Big businessman ate after more than a half of Magners (7)
3. Car horn din disturbed Bristol cider pub (7, 3)
5. Tossed crate, lacking energy, tore right muscle (9)
6. Begin Nobby’s excellent real draught for the socially inept (4)
7. Drink to the subcontinent! (3, 4)
8. Good pub landlord. That’s the spirit (5)
9. Scots argued when tippled without including a gratuity (4)
14. Awkward teens join CAMRA in Bedminster pub (5, 5)
16. Best bitter strictly for the bosses? (9)

18. Appoint Steve Plumridge back, arranging seating (9)
20. Great Bristol brewery (7)
22. Parrot upset I ate with Tim (7)
23. Secured spiked drink (5)
25. Door just opening for a beer? (4)
26. Backyard brewery vehicle (4)
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Going for a beer ... in Gibraltar

S

o as I explained to our long-suffering editor, while I write this
column to encourage readers to explore the beer culture of
foreign parts in a way that I hope will surprise and impress the
uninitiated, to be a true explorer one must learn to take the rough with
the smooth.
The ever-improving Bristol Airport seems to be adding new routes at
a pace – though Gibraltar is more of a revival. If you like incongruous
places, this is one for you.
This English-speaking ‘overseas territory’ at the southern tip of Spain
survived for eons by supplying a Royal Navy base with civilian labour
and ‘exporting’ cigarettes to Spain. As defence spending dropped,
so its new economy is based on financial management – a bit like the
Channel Isles but with Mediterranean sun. It attracts those who dislike
paying VAT while sunbathing.
This mini-world is hemmed into 6.7 square miles of infertile flat land
drooped around an impressive rocky outcrop. Cagey about money, full
of PubCo-style bars offering a limited range of beers and snacks with
familiar names, it is gagging for a bit of culture.

The challenge
In contrast to the rest of Europe, beer on the Rock has moved on little
during the four decades of the global beer revolution.
Ahead-of-visit research revealed that its last brewery closed in
the early 1800s, when the Governor, one of the Duke of Kent’s less
predictable ancestors, closed his own brewhouse at Europa Point to
make space for new barracks.
Untappd listed a micro called Gibraltar Brewery making an
undescribed, unlocated English IPA called Gibs (4.5%); Ratebeer
mentioned Barbary Beer (4.4%), commissioned from the tax-dodging
Isle of Man, with taste descriptions including “sweet metal – terrible”;
Beerme.com was blank; Google’s “Olde Rock Brewery re-opening 2017”
pointed to a website that prefers 2019; and even TripAdvisor could not
enthuse about any pub.
This weekend was going to be a long trip.

What happened next
Well, I liked it. Bristolians will get Gibraltar. This is a community
transitioning from port town to commercial centre, small-scale seismic
change rocking its multi-cultural core and challenging it to grow up.

by Eddie Taberner

The Bar Code

Where once were grimy docks are now marinas lined with apartments,
office blocks and construction sites. The fish & chip shops are giving
way to seafood bistros, B&Bs to boutique hotels and the dodgy
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jewellery shops to nicer-looking dodgy jewellery shops. The Essex and
Lancastrian accents work on telesales not frigates.
Beer will come but the question is when. The first green shoot is Gib.Gun
(13B Ocean View Marina), a Slovakian-owned brewpub making two beers
– blond and dark – as best they can from the peninsula’s desalinated
water supply and hops that must be stewed separately then added to
the mash. Bushy’s bottled Gibraltar Barbary Beer (4.4%) has obviously
improved a lot, gaining the character of a northern best bitter and a few
hops grown in Gibraltar’s Botanical Gardens.
We found no trace of Gibs brewery, Olde Rock or of any beer seeping over
the border from a brewery and beer style revolution that has seen Spain
spawn 500 breweries since 2013.
There is massive potential here if only someone would potentiate
it. So here’s the plan. A Bristol tap-takeover – we export casks from
Arbor, bottles from Wiper & True, cans from Moor. Anything to help
Gibraltar stop being in the modern world but not part of the modern
world.

Travel tips
Flights: EasyJet flies Bristol-Gibraltar three times a week (Tu, Th & Su)
year-round. Taxis are Bristol prices but no hotel is more than three miles
from the airport.
Hotels: We stayed at the old school Rock Hotel, on Churchill’s
recommendation.
Food: Like the beer, Gibraltar’s cuisine is in transit. Rissoles and milky
instant coffee are making way for south Asian tapas and macchiato.
There is even authentic paella. The best selection is on Queensway Quay,
with more in Ocean Village.
Getting around: There is a lot of flat here so walking is feasible. The six
bus routes go everywhere except to the nature reserve atop the rock,
which is accessed by cable car (£12.50 one-way, £14.50 return) or the
winding footpaths stalked by macaques – the thieving Barbary apes that
remove spectacles, jewellery, headwear and zips.

Tim Webb

Tim Webb is the author (with Stephen
Beaumont) of The World Atlas of
Beer and Pocket Beer Book; Good Beer Guide
Belgium (CAMRA Books: 8th edition due out
April 2018 with Joe Stange); and Bristol Craft
Beer Map (www.booksaboutbeer.com).
He lives in Clifton and relies increasingly on
Bristol airport as his gateway to the world’s
evolving beer cultures.
(Photo of Tim Webb by Andres Teiss.)

Beer in the Low Countries
I
frequently drive to the Netherlands to see my in-laws and usually
use the opportunity to sample the beer available in pubs and bars
that are located between Calais and Alkmaar in North Holland.
There are many fantastic places in north west France, Belgium and
Holland in which to drink really tasty beer and I hope this article
prompts at least some of you to visit them. English was understood (to
varying degrees) at all the places mentioned below.
The first pub I visited was in the town of Veurne in Belgium, just over
the border from France. Veurne has several cafe/bars and I chose
t’Hof van de Hemel (the Court of Heaven) just off the main square. It
serves good-quality food with beer as an ingredient as well as a great
selection of beer. It had St Bernardus Abt 12 (10% ABV) on draught
which was fantastic – this is one of my favourite Belgian beers. It is a
classic strong Belgian brown ale with malt and fruit coming through
the complexity of flavours. This bar has an excellent selection of
bottled ales including some very rare ones. For example, oak-aged
beers and limited editions. I treated myself to a six-year-old bottle of
the Trappist Orval beer for 10 euros (they also sell ‘fresh’ Orval and all
ages up to seven years in bottles). This went down very well and was a
good finish to the evening.
My next stop was in the centre of Alkmaar. De Boom (the Tree) has
been a stalwart of
the beer scene for
many years and
has improved its
selection in line with
booming Dutch
beer market. It
now sells 12 beers
on draught and
around 80 bottles of
mostly Dutch craft
beer. There are also
Belgian and German
beers available. I
went for a Piraat
Rum from Brouwerij
Van Steenberge
(10.5%) which is a
Belgian Tripel aged
in rum casks – a
perfect beer to steel
myself against the
Dutch winter wind.
The vanilla and raisin
flavours perfectly
complemented the
De Boom
warmth of the triple.
Unfortunately, my next destination – the Kleine Deugniet (Little
Rascal) – was not open but I did see its impressive list of 20 draught
beers through the window. I therefore visited the Bierwinkel Alkmaar
(Alkmaar Beershop) to console myself. This shop is run by a Brit who
sells at least 200 different bottled beers, mainly from Holland, to an
ever increasing number of Dutch people who are eschewing the ‘bog
standard’ pils for craft beer. I bought some De Molen barrel-aged
imperial stouts to put in my cellar.
The next stop involved me catching the train to Amsterdam Centraal
railway station. I visited the Little Delirium pub which is in the station
complex overlooking the Ij river. This bar had over 100 bottles of beer
and 20 beers on draught. I took advantage of the beer-and-burger
deal and had a Delirium Christmas (9%) beer from Brouwerij Huyghe
with food for 14.50 euros. This beer was a dark warming ale which
was so good I had two. I then had a glass of Get on the Sea (6.5%)
from Brouwerij Jopen. This was a delicious porter with lovely liquorice
flavours mixed with coffee and sweet malt.
The last place I visited was in Cassel, France. This large village is
about 40 kilometres south of Dunkirk and 15 kilometres from the
Belgian border in French Flanders. The culture here is more Flemish
than French which is exemplified by the large number of high-quality

Little Delirium
brewers in the area. Cassel is home to two fantastic bars: Kerelshof
(literally Mens Court) in the main square and Kasteel Hof (Castle
Court) near the park at the top of the hill (note the Flemish not French
names). This time I tried the Kereslhof which, when I last visited, sold
a beer whose name is one of my favourite ever: BiereLaLa. It was not
on sale this time so I started with Kapittel Winter (7.5%) one of the four
draught beers available. This was a beautiful smokey and slightly portlike beer. I then moved on to a glass of draught Poperings Hommelbier
(7.5%) which is a very refreshing well-hopped pale ale. I then decided
that, as I was in France, I should drink a French beer (the previous
two being Belgian) so I perused the 40 or so different bottled beers
available from France and chose Porter Robust (5.9%) from Brasserie St
Germain. This was a fabulous vinous porter and most certainly robust
in flavour. Coffee and chocolate were also to the fore – a superb beer
on which to end my beer tour.

Kerelshof
You will notice that the strengths of the beers I sampled were much
stronger than those normally encountered in a British pub. Beer in the
Low Countries often starts at a strength of 5% with the mainstream
lagers and goes rapidly upwards. Thankfully, the strong craft beers on
draught are often served in 25cl measures and the cost of such a glass
is 4 euros upwards.
I would heartily recommend two books which are essential for anyone
undertaking a beer trip to Belgium or Holland: Good Beer Guide to
Belgium by Tim Webb and Joe Stange, and Beer in the Netherlands
by Tim Skelton. Both contain more information about the places
mentioned above and list many other bars, cafes and off licences for
the beer tourist. The Ratebeer website is also a useful guide for good
places to drink in the UK and abroad.

Dave Weir
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at your fingertips!

We do not expect or ask any pub to do so, but a number of pubs have volunteered to offer discounts
on the price of real ale or traditional cider (or occasionally other things) to card-carrying members.
These include:
l Famous Royal Navy Volunteer, King Street, Bristol
l Red Admiral, Alexandra Parade, Weston-superl George, Mill Lane, Bathampton, Bath
Mare
l George Hotel, Broad Street, Chipping Sodbury
l Rising Sun, Claremont Terrace, Camden, Bath
l Globe Inn, Church Road, Frampton Cotterell
l Robin Hood, St Michael’s Hill, Kingsdown, Bristol
l Gloucester Old Spot, Kellaway Avenue, Horfield,
l Rose & Crown, High Street, Wick
Bristol
l Royal Oak, High Street, Nailsea
l Golden Guinea, Guinea Street, Redcliffe, Bristol
l Royal Oak, Lower Bristol Road, Twerton, Bath
l Griffin, London Road, Bridgeyate, Bristol
l Sandringham, Quaker’s Road, Bromley Heath
l Griffin Inn, Monmouth Street, Bath
l Seven Stars, Thomas Lane, Redcliffe, Bristol
l Gryphon, Colston Street, Bristol (just up from
l Shakespeare Tavern, Prince Street, Bristol
Colston Hall)
l Ship Inn, Lower Park Row, Bristol
l Hare, North Street, Bedminster, Bristol
l Ship Inn, Thornbury Road, Alveston
l Hare on the Hill, Thomas Street North, Kingsdown,
l Smoke and Mirrors, Denmark Street, Bristol (near
Bristol
Hippodrome)
l Hawkes House, St Mary Street, Thornbury
l Snuffy Jack’s, Fishponds Road, Fishponds, Bristol
l Hollybush, Bath Road, Bridgeyate
l Star, Bristol Road, Congresbury
l Hope & Anchor, Jacobs Wells Road, Clifton, Bristol
l Steam Crane, North Street, Bedminster, Bristol
l Horseshoe, Downend Road, Downend, Bristol
l Swan, High Street, Thornbury
l Horseshoe, High Street, Chipping Sodbury
l Talbot Inn, Bath Road, Keynsham
l Imperial, South Parade, Weston-super-Mare
l Three Brooks, Bradley Stoke District Centre,
l Just Ales, Market Street, Wells
Bradley Stoke
l Lamplighters, Station Road, Shirehampton
l Victoria, Southleigh Road, Clifton, Bristol
l Lime Kiln, St George’s Road, Bristol (behind City
l Volunteer Tavern, New Street, St Judes, Bristol
Hall)
(near Cabot Circus)
l Mill House, Emerson Way, Emersons Green, Bristol
l Wheatsheaf, Chapel Street, Thornbury
l Nettle & Rye, Kings Road, Clifton Village, Bristol
l White Lion, Quay Head, Colston Avenue, Bristol
l New Inn, Badminton Road, Mayshill
(city centre)
l Old Globe, East Street, Bedminster, Bristol
l White Lion, Passage Road, Westbury-on-Trym
l Old Stillage, Church Road, Redfield, Bristol
l Zerodegrees, Colston Street, Bristol
l Orchard Inn, Hanover Place, Bristol
l Organ Inn, High Street, Warminster
The details of the discounts vary from pub to pub
l Penny, Whiteladies Road, Bristol (opposite Clifton
and possibly from time to time. The discount is at
Down shopping centre)
the discretion of the pub and can be as little or as
l Phoenix, Champion Square, Bristol (opposite Cabot large as the pub feels suits their business, or may be
Circus)
withdrawn at any time without notice.
l Prince of Wales, Gloucester Road (near the Arches),
Bristol
Please let us know of any additions or

CAMRA pub discounts
l Air Balloon, Gloucester Road North, Filton, Bristol
l Albion, Bristol Road, Portishead
l Anchor, Gloucester Road, Bishopston, Bristol
l Anchor Inn, Gloucester Road, Lower Morton,
Thornbury
l Annexe Inn, Seymour Road, Bishopston, Bristol
l Bank Tavern, John Street, Bristol
l Bay Horse, Lewins Mead, Broadmead, Bristol
l Bath Brew House, James Street West, Bath
l Bear Inn, Walliscote Road, Weston-super-Mare
l Beaufort Arms, North Road, Stoke Gifford
l Beehive, Wellington Hill West, Henleaze, Bristol
l Bell, Badminton Road, Old Sodbury
l Black Castle, St Philips Causeway, Brislington,
Bristol
l Bottles & Books, Gloucester Road, Horfield, Bristol
(bottle & comic shop)
l Brewhouse & Kitchen, Cotham Hill, Bristol
l Brit Bar, High Street, Weston-super-Mare
l Coates House, High Street, Nailsea
l Channings, Pembroke Road, Clifton, Bristol
l Cider Press, Gloucester Road, Bristol
l Christmas Steps, bottom of Christmas Steps,
Bristol (city centre)
l Chums, Chandos Road, Redland, Bristol
l Cornubia, Temple Street, Bristol
l Cotham Arms, St Michael’s Hill, Kingsdown, Bristol
l Cotham Porter Stores, Cotham Road South,
Kingsdown, Bristol
l Crofters Rights, Stokes Croft, Bristol
l Cross Hands, Staple Hill Road, Fishponds, Bristol
l Drapers Arms, Gloucester Road, Horfield, Bristol
l Drawbridge, St Augustines Parade, Bristol (next to
Hippodrome)
l Duke of Oxford, Oxford Street, Weston-super-Mare
l Eastfield Inn, Henleaze Road, Henleaze, Bristol
l Eldon House, Lower Clifton Hill, Clifton, Bristol
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deletions via whatpub.com

Diaries and Contacts
Bristol & District branch
l Thu 8 Mar: Bristol Pubs Group meeting, Robin Hood, St Michael’s Hill,
7pm.
l Thu 8 Mar: BAD Ladies event – International Women’s Day brew-day at
Brewhouse & Kitchen. See page 7 for details.
l Wed 14 Mar: Committee meeting, 8pm, Gryphon.
l Thu 22 - Sat 24 Mar: Bristol Beer Festival, Brunel’s Old Station, Temple
Meads.
l Wed 28 Mar: Branch meeting, Robin Hood, St Michael’s Hill, 8pm.
l Wed 11 Apr: Committee meeting, Gryphon, 8pm.
l Tue 17 Apr: Bristol Beer Festival wash-up meeting, Gryphon, 8pm.
l Wed 25 Apr: Branch meeting, 8pm, venue TBC.
l Sat 28 Apr: Visit to Chippenham Beer Festival, Olympiad Leisure
Centre, Chippenham, 11.00 train from Temple Meads. See BADRAG
events on page 21 for details.
l Sat 28 Apr: BAD Ladies event – guided beer tasting with Kelly at Good
Chemistry, meeting at their tap room at 2pm. See page 7 for details.
l Thu 3 May: Bristol Pubs Group meeting, Gryphon, 7pm.
l Sat 5 May: South Gloucestershire Mild Trail, coach departs from the
Cornubia in Bristol at 11.40, and Snuffy Jacks in Fishponds at 12.00. See
BADRAG events on page 21 for details.
l Wed 9 May: Committee meeting, Gryphon, 8pm.
l Thu 17 May: Explorer trip, west Bristol, depart Cornubia 6.45pm.
l Sat 19 May: An afternoon trip down to Yeovil to visit the brewery and
a couple of pubs on the way back. Coach departs Cornubia at 12:15pm.
Yeovil brewery tour (with beer) at 2pm. The coach will leave the brewery
around 4pm and stop at the Cross Keys Inn (Lydford-on-Fosse) and
another pub on the way back to make the journey more ‘comfortable’.
Dropping off in Bristol around 7pm at Temple Meads and then Castle Park
bus stops. Cost should be between £14 and £16 per head for the transport.
l Wed 23 May: Branch meeting in Weston-super-Mare, 8pm, venue TBC.
Coach from Cornubia at 6.45pm.
l Wed 30 May: Explorer trip, north Somerset, depart Cornubia 6.45pm.
Please check our website (www.camrabristol.org.uk) or sign up to our
yahoo group for the latest information and more details on any of the
above events, as sometimes events can change after press date – or email
Andy Gray at camrasocials@btinternet.com for the latest information.
Please note that any coach and brewery trips must be booked in advance,
either by email, or in person at a branch meeting.
If you would like to receive no-obligation details of forthcoming Bristol
& District branch events, simply go to the branch website (www.
camrabristol.org.uk) then click on ‘Contact Us’. This takes you to the
branch contacts page, then just click where it says ‘Click here to join
our email news list’. It’s as easy as that.

Andy Gray (Social Secretary)

Solution to the crossword on page 43
Across: 1 Exmoor, 4 Drinking, 10 Logical, 11Tornado, 12 Near and far, 13 Best, 15Trended,
17 Tutored, 19 New RNVR, 21 Readies, 23 Lush, 24 Scratching, 27 Cheerio, 28 Alabama,
29 Dandyish, 30 Red-eye. Down: 1 Ellington, 2 Magnate, 3 Orchard Inn, 5 Retractor,
6 Nerd, 7 IPA beer, 8 Ghost, 9 Pled, 14 Steam Crane, 16 Directors, 18 Designate, 20
Western, 22 Imitate, 23 Laced, 25 Ajar, 26 Dray.
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Wear Pints West
YOU can now wear Pints West!
T-shirts, polo shirts, sweat shirts and
fleeces are now available to order with an
embroidered Pints West logo on the left
breast. All are available in navy, black, bottle
green, grey, red, dark royal, purple and
burgundy, and in sizes S, M, L, XL and XXL.
All except the fleeces are also available in
jade, sky blue, gold and white.
Make cheques payable to “Bristol & District
CAMRA”, and post your order to 19 Willada
Close, Bedminster, Bristol BS3 5NG.
Email enquiries to
clothes@camrabristol.org.uk.
Please allow up to 4 weeks for delivery.

Bristol & District CAMRA

Web: www.camrabristol.org.uk
Twitter: @CAMRABristol
Facebook: Camra-Bristol-District
Facebook group: CAMRA Bristol Chat
Got some news?
Email it to news@camrabristol.org.uk

Bath & Borders CAMRA

Web: www.bathandborderscamra.org.uk
Twitter: @BathCAMRA
Facebook: Bath-Borders-CAMRA

Weston sub-branch
Weston CAMRA is a sub-branch of the Bristol & District branch
covering Weston-super-Mare and some of the surrounding areas.
l Wed 14 Mar: Meet & Greet at the Bristol House, from 8pm. Join us,
bring friends.
l Fri 30 Mar: Good Friday Town Crawl, start 3pm at Off The Rails.
l Wed 25 Apr: Sub-branch Meeting, Brit Bar, 8pm start.
l Sat 21 Apr: Visit to Glede Brewery Tap and Twisted Oak Micropub in
Clevedon.
l Tue 15 May: Visit Weston Museum 7pm then tour of nearby pubs (TBC).
l Sat 26 May: Visit to Weston Cricket Club Beer Festival from 3pm.
For possible other activities please see our Facebook page or use the
contact details below ... or weston_camra@googlegroups.com if you
are in this Google group.
Contact: Laurie Jackson: text or call 079442 91052
Facebook: Campaign for Real Ale Weston-Super-Mare

Bath & Borders branch
l Tue 6 Mar,6.30pm: Trip to Kettlesmith Brewery in Bradford-on-Avon.
Starting quite early at 6:30 or so, but get there when you can.
l Thu 15 8pm: Mini crawl of the Southgate area of Bath, starting at the
new Juno Bar and Kitchen, then the Cosy Club, and on to Graze.
l Tue 20 8:30pm: Social at the Thee Swans in Frome.
l Tue 27 8pm: Mini crawl of Westbury Leigh, starting at the Bell Inn and
then the Hollies.
l Fri 30 Mar - Mon 2 Apr: Visit(s) to Raven Beer Fest, Bath.
l Thu 5 Apr 8:30pm: A mini crawl of Bradford on Avon, starting at the
Bear, and on to the Grapes, both Silver St.
l Tue 10 8:30pm: Social at the newly reopened Packhorse in Southstoke.
l Thu 19 8:30pm: A mini crawl taking in the Three Horse Shoes,
Chapmanslade, and then the Cross Keys, Corsley.
l Tue 24 8pm: Branch Meeting at the Royal Oak, Pultney Road, Bath
(note: city-centre Royal Oak, not Twerton).
See www.bathandborderscamra.org.uk/events for further dates.
Branch socials contact: Denis Rahilly on 01225 791399 or
07711 004501, or email denis.rahilly@talktalk.net or
socials@bathandborderscamra.org.uk.
Contact for all non-social matters: James Honey on 01373 822794

Pints West Clothing Order Form
T-SHIRT
POLO SHIRT
SWEAT SHIRT
FLEECE

Price each
£16.00
£19.50
£21.50
£25.50

Quantity
.............
.............
.............
.............

Size
..........
..........
..........
..........

Colour
...........................
...........................
...........................
...........................

Prices include postage & packing. If your order is for a selection of
items more complex than this form can accommodate, please print
your exact requirements on a separate sheet of paper.
NAME ...........................................................................................
ADDRESS .....................................................................................
......................................................................................................
........................................................ POSTCODE ..........................
EMAIL ADDRESS (in case of queries)
........................................................................................................
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Join up, join in,
join the campaign
From
as little as

£25†

a year. That’s less
than a pint a
month!

Or enter your details and complete the Direct Debit form below and you will receive
15 months membership for the price of 12 and save £2 on your membership subscription

✂

Protect the traditions of great British pubs and everything that
goes with them by joining today at www.camra.org.uk/joinup

Alternatively you can send a cheque payable to CAMRA Ltd with your completed form, visit www.camra.org.uk/joinus, or call
01727 798440.* All forms should be addressed to Membership Department, CAMRA, 230 Hatfield Road, St Albans, AL1 4LW.

Your details:

Direct Debit

Title ................................ Surname ........................................................................................ Single Membership

Non DD

£25

£27

£30.50

£32.50

Forename(s) ........................................................................................................................... (UK & EU)
Date of Birth (dd/mm/yyyy) ............................................................................................... Joint Membership

Address ................................................................................................................................... (Partner at the same address)
....................................................................................................................................................

For concessionary rates please visit www.camra.org.uk
.................................................................................. Postcode .............................................. or call 01727 798440.
Email address .........................................................................................................................

I wish to join the Campaign for Real Ale, and agree to
Daytime Tel ............................................................................................................................ abide by the Memorandum and Articles of Association
which can be found on our website.

Partner’s Details (if Joint Membership)

Title ................................ Surname ...............................................................................

Signed ......................................................................................

Forename(s) ..................................................................................................................

Date ..........................................................................................

Date of Birth (dd/mm/yyyy) ......................................................................................

Applications will be processed within 21 days.

Instruction to your Bank or
Building Society to pay by Direct Debit
Please fill in the whole form using a ball point pen and send to:
Campaign for Real Ale Ltd. 230 Hatfield Road St. Albans, Herts AL1 4LW

Name and full postal address of your Bank or Building Society
To the Manager

Bank or Building Society

This Guarantee should be detached
and retained by the payer.

The Direct Debit
Guarantee

Service User Number

9

2

6

Address

1

2

9

l

This Guarantee is offered by all banks and
building societies that accept instructions
to pay by Direct Debits

l

If there are any changes to the amount,
date or frequency of your Direct Debit The
Campaign for Real Ale Ltd will notify you 10
working days in advance of your account
being debited or as otherwise agreed. If
you request The Campaign for Real Ale
Ltd to collect a payment, confirmation of
the amount and date will be given to you
at the time of the request

l

If an error is made in the payment of your
Direct Debit by The Campaign for Real
Ale Ltd or your bank or building society,
you are entitled to a full and immediate
refund of the amount paid from your bank
or building society

l

If you receive a refund you are not
entitled to, you must pay it back when
The Campaign Real Ale Ltd asks you to

l

You can cancel a Direct Debit at any time
by simply contacting your bank or building
society. Written confirmation may be
required. Please also notify us.

FOR CAMRA OFFICIAL USE ONLY
This is not part of the instruction to your Bank or Building Society
Membership Number
Postcode

Name(s) of Account Holder

Name
Postcode

Instructions to your Bank or Building Society
Bank or Building Society Account Number

Branch Sort Code

Please pay Campaign For Real Ale Limited Direct Debits
from the account detailed on this instruction subject to the
safeguards assured by the Direct Debit Guarantee. I understand
that this instruction may remain with Campaign For Real Ale
Limited and, if so, will be passed electronically to my Bank/
Building Society.
Signature(s)

Reference
Date

✂

Banks and Building Societies may not accept Direct Debit Instructions for some types of account.

†Price of single membership when paying by Direct Debit. *Calls from landlines charged at local rates, cost may vary from mobile phones.
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